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PREli'ACE

Only in recent years tas the opportunity been given to
integrate the subject matter in vari<.Ius departments of ,our
school system due to the modern reorganization of curricu
lum pract.ices. Especially with the advent of the Indianapolis
plan of Junior High Scbool administration, have come reVised
courses of study which 8 rc enriclJed in content and improved
in methods. In view of this situ~tion, Ule progressive
teacher is alert to experiment upon older I!l&teriHls wi th
new procedures and devices.
, It has been the source of enjoyment for the past eieht
years, and more recently in the Junior High Schoal division
of our schools. to be associated with a principal and a
corps of instructors who are heartily in f~vor of projects
integrated in t }Je fields of Art and IJnglLsh. The inspiration
derived from these associutions and the pleasure of daily
contact ~ith the children of adolescent age have reEulted in
many successful produc tioDs in the past "V,'nic}j hc:;,ve served to
revive interest in the practical apDlication of Art theories.
For this reason, much research has been done to ascertain
what is being accomplished in schools elsewhere. With t~e ma
terie.l rapidly ~Gcumul2.ting: it '\jas decided to record t}'le
data in its present form for reference and for future col
lections'. It is hoped that tllis 3tudy -will encoura~,e otIlp.rs
who 8re interested in similar activitics to attempt greater
undertakings along the line of integration.
Grateful acknOWledgment is hc:reby tendered the number
of teachers who, tbrough t.:beir responses to questionnaires,
contributed inform~tion of vqlue in this research, and Mr.
Virgil R. Mullins, Director uf the School Inzpection Division
of the State Department of Education, for obtaining certain
State courses of study. For helpful Buggestions and guidance
in the preparation of the study, tlJe 'V'.'riter is indebted to
Dr. Willinm Leeds Richardson, Dean 01' the College of Education
of Butler University.
Y. E. C.

Indianapolis, Indiana

1935
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THE INTEGRATION OF ART AND ENGLISH
IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Junior High School division of the public schools
incorporates those years in the

~ives

of the boys and girls

when the social instincts are much in evidence. To develop
the increasing number of aptitudes and provide opportuni
ties for experimentation in the field of greatest talent,
it has become necessary to reconstruc t

the curriculum and

shift the emphasis from the subject matter to the child.

The

variety of materials with which he works) and the complete
change in methods of accolOplishing certain attainments,have
complicated the daily school life of the pupil to such an
extent that attention in recent years has been given to
the development of a more unified program of studies.

One

method of securing a co-ordination of departments which has
proved successful, is by integrating subject matter.
Purpose of the Study
Since the teaching of Art and English

(I)

i~

of particular

2
interest to the writer, it is the pUTpose of this study to
determine what benefits, if any, are to be derived from an
integration of these two subjects in the Junior High School.
It aims to gather and record data concerning the success of
this procedure in schools throughout the nation,

~nd

to eval

uate the plan in the light of the opinions of the instructors
as well as the Cluthori ties in the teaching profession.

It is

hoped, therefore, that sufficient evidence will be preaented
to conclude that better results from the teaching of Art and
English are to be obtained through a close inter-relation
between these two subjects.
Sources of Material
The material for part of this study was gathered from a
detailed analysis of the courses of study used in both Art
and English.

A small proportion of the outlines which have

been recently published was obtained from the Teachers'
Special Library.
Library.

There are no copies at the Indiana State

For these reasons, an appeal was made to the

DiT~ctor*

of the School Inspection Division of the State Department of
Instruction.

Through his kindness, a personal letter was dis

patched to each State Superintendent requesting copies of the
manuals in Art Rnd English which are prescribed by the State

*

See

Ac~nowledgments.

3

uepartment of Public Instruction.
Method of Investigation
Additional data for this study were secured from the
replies to questions given in two

* that

ques~ionnaires

were

sent to the Junior High School Art ar-d English Teaohers in
three or four of the principal cities in each state.

Diffi

culty was encountered in obtaining the names and addresses of
the

principal~

of the Junior High Schools.

Neither the

National Education Association nor the Bureau of Education,
Department of the Interior at 'twashington. D.C. possessed a
list of this nature.

Only througb the splendid co-operation

on the part of most of the State Superintendents of Public
Instruction, was this information promptly secured.

A personal

note setting forth the purpose of the requested names was
sent to the State Department of each of the forty-seven other
states.

With the exception of one Superintendent in the
(

South) all responded.

The questionnaires were then addressed

to the princi~a18 of the Junior ~igh Schools who enlisted the
co-operation of' the . ' respective Art and English instructors
in their buildings.

The fact that eighty-two per cent of the

total nmaber of questionnaires were returned showed a profess
ional interest in regard to problems of an educational nature.

* Consult

App~ndix

II for copies of these questionnaires.

4

The Importance of the Topic
It is the belief that this topic is of importance because
of the current interest manifested therein.

It is hoped that

the data thus gathered may prove of value to progressive edu
cators who are constantly seeking to improve their 6chool
curricula.

CIIAPTER II

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

THE EVOLUTION OF ART

Back through the ages, hundreds of years before civiliza
tion made a mark on human progress, man manifested a desire
to express his emotions by rather unintelligible scratchings
on wood or stone.

Imperfect as were the markings, these pri

mitive people seemingly derived so much pleasure and satis
faction from the physical movements of their hands, that they
repeated these nanipulations over and over again until they
oecame symbols to which meanings were attached.

Thousands of

relics bear testimony that despite his simple mental fabric,
pre-historic man devoted much of his time and energy to
decorating his weapons and tools.
; i th the development of the inte llec t in c i vi lize d man.
Art was elevated from its mere physical statuB, to a higher
mental plane.

Man began to know what Art meant, What its

values were, and how it improved his immediate sphere of
liVing.

his intellectual power began to exert itself in mo

tivated activities.

He used

~i8

(5 )

imegination in creating

6

original objects.

His drawings were

trans~ormed

into definite

likenesses which in time were recognized by members of other
tri.bes.

Tbis picture writing beca.me a language among prim

itive races which drew them into a closer relationship and a
feeling of mutual understanding.

Thus

A~t

became a univer

sal tool of expression.
\.ha t Art Is

Today, Art is yet a language.
which are the creation of IDa.n.

It represents those things

It is the product of the

imagini:'\ t ion and inte llect produced through the ski II of his
hands.

Art that is not produced is appreCiation, or emotions

that are felt within.

A potter who visualizes the form of a

vase, or an artist Who imagines the rhythmic lines of a de
sign, is experiencing an emotion and until the thought becomes
a reality, it is not Art.

Art, then, is the result of handi

work.
Aims and Objectives
The study of Art in the schools includes both appreCia
tion and production.

It is not the aim to train young people

to become aTtists for that will be developed through special
talents in a few children.

It is tbe purpose of an Art

education, however, to cultivate the powers of observation
to such a degree that pupils ,Will know, judge, and choose that
Which will improve their enVironment.

Its object is to

7

develop fine taste as it pertains to ordinary life activities
such as the arrangement of flowers in a vase, the wearing of
an appropriate costume, or the suitable furnishings of a
home.

The principles of Art are a part of life itself and

cannot easily be detached.

The teaching of Art encourages

but does not demand fine execution in those things which
children create for thernse'lves through
and original expression.
~nd

trsin

fr~edom

of imaginRtion

It becomes necessary to thoughtfully

eUide cbildren through the intermediate years of

school life, so that by the time they reach tne Junior High
School age, they may appreciate more thoroughly and apply
more widely tbe principles learned preViously.
Relationship 3etween Art and English
Among the subjects offered in the curriculum today,
none is soc lose ly re la te d to Art as is English.

Ora 1 a,nd

written composition are for the purpose of communicating
thoughts to others through language symbols.

Literature

results from an inner urge of the emotions for personal ex
pression which constitutes a source of joy for otters. English.
then, is a langlmge just as drawing has been since primitive
days.

TIithout the invention of picture symbols by these

early people. there would have been no available metnod per
haps for years, of recording valuable data of
tance.

~iBtoric

impor

In fact, drawing became a more universal means of

8

expression than language especially between nations of differ
ent races because their simple Art

r~pre6ent~tions

were more

easily understood.
Purposes of an English Course
English as a study exists for the purpose of stimulating
intellectual pleasures, of arousing emotions, and serves as a
means of imparting knowledge.

Through form.s of speech, the

author or poet relates his experiences, either
real, in language that appeals to the emotions.
es~ecially

f~ncied

or

The reader,

the adolescent, is particularly attracted by inter

esting characters, inforrootion, dramatic action and adventure.

1

If properly trained, he should turn to good types of stories
for companionship in leisure hours.

he is at an age wlJen be

can fully appreciate an attractive book as well as choice
language.
To appeal to the aesthetic nature, and to enhance the
pr inted page, '1 i tera ture de9€ nds upon e.rtis ti c illu_8 tr8 t ions
and attractive color combinations.

OtherWise, books would

a.ppeal only slightly to the average child.

'fhese illustrations

also serve to establish ideas because they focus the attention
upon concrete material.

Th~

use of pictures in English

lpaul C. Stetson, Administrative Bulletin for the J.H.S.
£llieion of ~Secondari-'-~S-Ci1O'Ols~-l~H~~
.- p.38
-
n

9
classes is also an aid to stimulate word portraits as the
arti.st has already done with the brusll.

The salUe principles

that govern the artist such as limited sUbject, orderly plan
2

and perspective are necessary for good word pictures.
Specific instances in English work where Art is in1ispensible,
will be described in detail in Chapter VI.

Here it is suffi

cient to say that Art and English are so closely allied that
to teach them as separate

fi

ubjects in tbe curriculum without

integrating them, is a serious educationfl.l blunder.
The Junior High School Curriculum
Art and English should be intensified in the Junior High
School beCHuse at ttl is level in the cbild t s development, the
intellect is seeking new fields to explore and these two
subjects offer rich material for tbe purpose.
High School inspires creativeness.
for individual
studies.

differenc~s

The Jnnior

It provides opportunities

tLrougb an enric}ed program of

V:illiam A. Smith says: uChildren differ more Widely

amana tbemselves during the Junior High School age from the
6tandpoint of interests, attitudes and attainments than at
any other previuus age level." 3

In fact, statements rrade

2Twila Miller, "A project in Teac~ing De6cription,"
(January,192?), pp.36-39

Englis~ Journa~,Vol.XVI

3Allyn and Bacon, The J~~ior High SchqolMovement. p.25
Boston: By the Publishers, 1931
. .

10

by educational leaders Sh01V that tbe reeogni tion of differ
ences was mentioned in ninety-five per cent of the cases as
a peculiar function of the Junior High Seboo1.

4

The curri

'eu1UDl endeavors to create a soc ia1 setting with ample
facilities for the development of interests and abilities
in QTder that tbe children
being~.

r~y

grow into efficient social

Art and Englisb may profitably be m8.nipulated to

getber because of tbe

advantag~s

offered in group activities.

Some of these features were summed up in an address delivered
by Rollo Lyman of the University of Chicago. before a mass
meeting of Indianapolis teachers in one of tbe High 6cboOls. 5
He listed the following principles as pertinent to a modern
curriculum: It must have an activity base, be socialized,
individualized, inter-related and generalized.
The

P6yc~010gy

of tbe Adolescent

It is particularly fortunate that in the

mode'rn curricu

lum, tbe a.dolescent is instructed along social lines.

He has

ceased to be individual end desires group activities.

He

shows more interest in the adult world and adUlt problems. It
ie a higbly

idea~istic

period and for this reason alone, Art

4Leonard V. Koos I 'I'he_ Juni.2!.JUW School.ChaptE:1r II,
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe , Inc. 1920
5

From an address delivered in Manual Training High School
auditorium, Indianapolis. Ind., March 23, 1933
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and English C8.n accomplish desirable cultural development. A
pupi1 of Junior High Scheol age enjoys the freedom th£t
socialized methods affords where he may tryout id.eas and
think independently.

lie exbibits qualities of leadership

and responsibility Which, if properly gUided, are bound to
leeve an imprint on his mental .:make-\,1.p.
Modern Teacbing Procedures
."xceedingly opportune also is the .fact that by carefully
m'oti va ted proj,ects, club ac ti vi ties, and purposeful extra
curricular work modern teaching procedures have paved the way
for co-operative enterprises juat when social impulses are
developing to a high degree.

1he English course. for instance,

offers such a wide variety of educatiunal experiences that any
number of them may be utilized ae club activities.
izati.ons are rich in social values.

Club organ

They invite exploration

of special abilities and promote ·interest in talents which
might lead to enjoyable avocational undert2kings later in
life.

r.I'he Dramatic club is one pha.ee of English programs

that combines all these attributes into a meritorious endeavor.
Tc find to what extent these extra-curricular activites were
meeting the pupils' needs, the Department of Curricular
itesearch made a recent survey:. 6

A questiormaire was sent

6Mary N. Ho 118 nd , l'Extra_ cur ri culp, r Ac ti vi t ie s in the
High Scbool and Intermediate Schools in Detroit." School
Rev~ew.Vol.XLI (December,lg3~), p.759
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to nineteen High Schools and twenty Junior High divisions.
The largest number of members in anyone group of classified
departments was Group B whicb included dramatics, literary
societies and language clubs.

The popularity of these was

grea ter among the gir Is than the boys.

However, for e i tIler

sex, clubs serve aa a means of discovering talents that
might lead to profitable leisure-time hobbies or life work.
Furthermore. the most gifted children are motivated to giv
ing better performances by the presence of other classmates
similarly talented.
I

'

Thus it may be seen tha t modern trends of teaching are

prOViding a aeries of activities in Which tbe adolescent is
experiencing new life situations in preparation for 60cial
environment of the adult period.

7hese experiences overlap

and suggest a unified but interwoven mass of educational
experiences.

The barriers between the subjects in the

J~nior

High School are gradually disappearing and some semblance
of coherence and integration are uniting the otherwise unM
related pieces of "mosaics" into a wbole.
What Integration Means
True integration connotes tha.t the pupils are ple.ced in
a real lifeMlike situation Where tlJey are aroused to creative
group endeavors tbrough initiative, self-direction and a
spirit of adventure.

It implies a unification of subject
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matter.

It results in a co-ordination of the various depart

ments in tbe Junior High School.

It presents the opportunity

for the application of information learned in one subject to
the interpretation of another.

Integration motiv&tes interest

and enthusiasm in school work.

The ease with which Art and

Englist oan be integrated because of the similarity of aims,
er.ould merit the attention of every progressive educator.
Summary
In brief. tbe underlying principles of Art and English
are so cloRely related that it is most logical to form a
strong alliance between them.

Especially in the Junior High

School period. the integration of these two subjects has an
appropriate setting with activity programs and group endeavors.
Modern courses should suggest an increasing number of
opportunities for integration.

It is the purpose of the

chapter which follows to make a nd pre sent an analyzati on of
present day teaching manuals in order to ascertain to what
extent this procedure is in vogue.

CHAPTER III

PROGRAM..C) OF ART AIID ENGLISH IN REPRE&'E1ITATlVE
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Purpose and Provisions

A course of study in any subject is not in itself a
final product.

It is continually subject to revision, and

therefore can be regarded only aa tentative.

Since society

is in a continual state of change, educational objectives
must be adjusted to fit the present TIAeds and the anticipated
aims of tne future.

Courses of study serve merely as guides

for tbey are designed to contain the essentials of required
work for the different levels of development in the school
life of boys and girls.

The,

more progressive outlines. how

ever, are accompanied by a variety of teaching aids and
suggestions for present&tion Which are conveniEntly and at
tractively arranged at the end of each unit.
invaluable to the progressive teacher

8S

These are

a basis for new

ideas and experiments w1ich will challenge the interests and
abilities of her pupils.
The outside cover and general appearance of some of the

(14)
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manuals are of such artistic nature that they border on the
ideal. Outstanding among those received for analysis, is
the leather-bound Art course for the state of Connecticut.
The section headings are printed in brown ink on buff colored
paper.

It is tastefully illustrated throughout with design

units and reproductions from photographs.

An Art instructor,

ha.ving access to such an artistic syllabus, could not avoid
reflecting the same attributes of beauty in her teaching.
An enriched course of study, such as the one previously
mentioned, is the result of co-operative efforts on the part
of committees of teachers and directors who incorpora.te actual
classroom devices and methods in the outline which will assist
others in the teaching field.

A co-operative enterprise of

this nature is the modern method of curriculum building which
embraces not only the theoretical but the practical aspects
as well.

However, many of the states have not yet adopted

this newer plan of revision.
Scope of the study of Manuals
In order to ascertain what other school

systen~

are doing

along the lines of integration in sUbject matter, especially
in Art and English, courses of study were requested from all
the State Departments of Education.
states readily responded.

*

See .l\..ppendix I.

Twenty-six

More than half of the

*

Art manuals and
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thirty-three

*

English outlines were obtained for inspection

and these constitute a fair representation of the country in
general.

It is obviously a very inappropriate time to ask

for these courses since most of the states are still feeling
the effects of reduced budgets.

Revision a.nd reprinting nec

essarily involve additional costs and many report that as yet
they are unable to assume further

e~pense.

Another obstacle

preventing a greater response is the fact that present sup
plies of courses are exhausted and the reprinting of old
outlines is not possible at present.
this condition.

Nine states reported

Furthermore, eleven states, prescribe no

defioi te course of study in either sUbject •. Ilin,e states had
courses available, but their prices ranged fro,m tw,enty cent,s
to two dollars and fifty cents each.

Six states failed to

respond to repeated correspondence even when requested by the
Indiana State Department of Public Instruction.

An analysis

of the content of those obtained is included in this chapter.
It must be borne in mind that not all of the manuals are the,
edition of 1934 or 1935, but an effort to secure those pub
lished wi thin the las t five years was made.
tions, they are of very recent date.

*

See Appendix I.

Fli th few excep
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Aims and Objectives of state Coursee in Art
In general, the aims and objectives of the courses of
study in Art education are similar.

Some of tbe preva.iling

desira.ble outcomes garnered from a study of these courses,
~re

as follows: 
1. To understand and enjoy that which is beautiful 
found in seventeen manuals.
2. To develop skill in creative thinking - found in
eleven outlines.
3. To stimulate the desire for Art expression through_
practice in handling common tools and materials 
found in sixteen courses.
4. To acquire discrIminate judgment Rnd better taste
in matters of personal surroundings - found in
fourteen syllabi.
5. To realize the usee of Art principles in every
day life - found in nine manuals.

It 1s also noted that the me.nuale contain the theories and
ideals of an Art education which are generally conceded, but,
as will be pointed out later, many programs offer few con
crete illustrations as to how to accomplish the desired
objectives.
Mechanical Make-up
A course of study commensurate with the aims listed
above, should offer many opportunities for the testing of
aestbetic tastes, the development of skills and an adequate
expression of a creative imagination.

For purposes of curri

culum construction, these might be assembled under five
headings, namely,
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Appreciation
Art struc ture
Representation and Illustration
Color
Crafts

Not all of the sets of suggestions

r~ke

use of tee entire

list but all outlines include a t least three phases.

A

majority of the manuals are arranged in Units of work-each
requiring a month or more to complete.

Some embody only

brief Buggestions While others are inspirational in the
variety and choice of subjects.

The principal fault of the

larger number of the courses is that they treat each unit
as a final achievement instead of alloWing one to be inc or
porated in the other.

Color, for instance in some courses.

exists for color alone, instead of lending itself in a variety
of ways to any phase of Art education Whether in design,
illustrations or picture study.

A

gro~ing

tendency is shown

in the more modern revised courses to demonstrate the use
value of Art principles to Art practices whenever and wherever
possible.

Picture study, as a unit of work. is given the

least consideration, while the majority listed color and de.
sign.
Probably the most important discovery made, is the
scarcity of problems for integration With other subjects.

It

is significant to note that the more recent outlines make de.
finite statements as to the value of integration and include
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numerous projects from which to make choices tnat will help
the teacher to carry out such a program.

Some of the ccurses

are rich in material. while many of those in use at the pre
sent time, contain sucn bare factual outlines, that even an
ardent devotee of Art might be only slightly impressed.

To

list the principles to be taught with a half-hearted rlemand
as. "Make a folder,

11

or IlMake a design uni tIl, with no inte

grated background for interest, no proposed application for
inspiration, and no cause for its being created, certainly
is conducive to little enthusiasm.
A quotation from ODe of the southern state courses says
in part, " ••• the drawing work in the seventh grade should be

solely in correlation with other subjects. 1l 1 But upon care
fully following up this statement, only tnree ideas are
mentioned as to how this might be accomplished.

Furthermore,

very few activities from which to make selection.s are recorded.
From one of the eastern states, comes a course of study
in Art education 2 which makes a statement as follows: "To
stimulate the interest of the adolescent student at this
point in the program, the cpurse of study is built around

lState Course of Study in Drawing for Elementary Schools,
State Dept. of Ed. of Louisiana, 1930, p.50
2Course in Art Education,Board of Public Education,
PittsburgE,*'Pa-., 1931, p.6
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a correlation of Art with the other subjects of the school
curriculum."

However,:no plan to arouse the interest of the

teacher. much less the adolescent. is given throughout sev
eral pages devoted to the seventh and eighth grades.

This

course is attractively printed in rose. blue and silver, but
its contents represent an over abuudance of theory and a
dearth of practice.

~he

committee which is responsible for

the outline, could hardly hope to have it6 aims realized by
the average teacher with such a rneager set of sugg,estions for
guidance.
For the purpose of contrast, mention mU$t be made of the
splendid example of a modern integrated program of Art.in
Montana. 3 The course is planned With the purpose enriching
the meaning of the other sUbjects through the application of
the skills developed in Art education.

A definite reference

is made to sources of inspiration found in literature and
other subjects, in order that the teachers in using the course
might see the possibilities of related subject matter.

In

this way. it is hoped that pleasure and interest will be ex
per ienced by the chi ldren while le arning.

On the other hand,

the teachers have such a forceful but simply planned outline

3Course of Study for the Junior High Schools of Montana,
State Dept. of Pub. Inetr., 1934, pp.4l4-436
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to follow. that no doubt they experience little difficulty
in comprehending the purpose of the course.

As is stated in

the introductory message J "One might add that we ha ve aright
to express beauty tbrough creative effort if someone will
inspire us With faith in ourselves and show us the way." 4
There is no question but that the committee llmoll planned
this course fulfilled its aims.
The course is divided by

gr~des.

Each page has four

sections conveniently marked off into squares With headings
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inspirational SUbject Matter.
Art Activities.
Types of Lessons.
Helpful References.

In the first column. literature is the source of inspirational
subject matter.

An example given is a poem called,"An After

noon on a Hill," by Edna Millay.

Next to this, in the second

column, is the Art activity suggesting a free illustretion
in water color or colored crayons to correspond to the mood
of the poem.

The third section informs the teacher that this

lesson is one in color and composition, While the fourth col

umn refers the teacher to four books for further help in her
lesson plans.

This procedure is carried through the Junior

4Course of study for the Junior High Schools of Montana,
State Dept. of Pub. Instr., 1934, pp.4l4-436
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High School grades.

The outline integrates Art not only with

literature, but with other subjects of the curriculum in the
Bame thoughtfully conceived way.

The course, as a whole, is

one any state might well be proud of, and shows a decided
modern trend toward t he integration of subject I1l8.tter.
Examples of Activities
Some of the other courses examinpd show a similar trend
but are not

mR~ped

out with such detail nor arranged as con

veniently.

Some of the llloSt interesting Art projects and

problems tha t may be integrated with English acti vi ties are
given in Chart 1.

These were chosen from various courses of

study after a detailed analysis.
Chart 1.- Examples of Integrated Art and English Activities
Chosen from various State Courses of Study

States

leAr izona ....

Activities Suggested in Art Courses of Study

I,

I

2 .Cal iforn ia.

Make book covers for new books in the build
ing and letter titles carefully.
Plan settings for an operetta.
.~~.

__

,"-"i

DesiBD a poster for Book ~eek.
Letter a sign to advertise the school paper.
Make blockprints for use in the l~gazine.
Make an ill~stra ted book of verse.
Use a color problem for ffi8sks, stage sets,
costumes for a play.

2~

Chart I-Continued

States

3.Colorado...

Activities

~3ngge8ted

in Art Courses of Study

Make cartoon illustrations for the Ee}-,ool news.
Select and read in class an unfamiliar poem,
visualize. then paint a scene to interpret
one's oym impression of it.
Design banners I in6ignia and costumer; for a

play.
4 .Idaho ... , .

~.Mic1'Jigan..

Decora tc Intgapbon <:8 fo r 0. ri lls and phgean ts •
PrepEtre <md give reports on Japc.:onese flcnW;·Jr
arrangernon ts 0 nd garden ctecoro ti.on.
HHve C:! special iG~me of the ne"",18 to il.lustrate
Idaho pl1oducts.
Flowers t}lB: t should be conserve d, t.o he care.
fully drawn. colored, Ci'l'ld a verse written
under each.
Make into A bOOK.
MB,ke a booklet of the lives and paintings of

6.Missouri..

artists ~hose paintings ha~d in the balls.
1.';'rite compositions in t.he :r;ngliGb classes.
Ma.ke posters illustrating the ste.te's m:.tuT'C~l
beauty £'pots., or beautiful buildings.
l.dake fre::.e water Golor illustrations of moods

?Montana...

in poetry.
Advertise Arbor Day or Conservation.
Plan illustrations for a proposed play about
King Artbur or pageant of KnightlJ0od.

e.\iashington

Let pupil clJO(Jse hib favorite story and illus
tr&te an interesting situation in it. Tbis
is a good problem for BoelK \.eek.
Picture study;.\";:bistlerfs "!;ll.othcr li • Read
stories about mother love c nll the home
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Values
It will readily be seen in Chart 1. pages 22 and 23,that
Art activity is scheduled to be definitely used to en

_

and contTiQute

CQ~n\~anc~ \~ ~~ 'Q~

mateTial~y tc~aTd

~a~en ~i

ita

~n~ iac~ ~na~ ~ne~e

projects materialize under the direction of a teacher trained
in Art, who assumes responsibility for their aesthetic success.
A second value comes from the supposition that the child will
probably remember the particular matter lonJer because of the
association he makes between the two sUbjects.

Fin8lly, he

can enjoy that which he haa created for a longer period of
time because of the use be makes of it in the other class.
More example s might be given at this time, but these
are sufficient to illustrate the various types of activities
in Which Art and English

ar~

closely allied.

The Art lesson

becomes purposeful and definite use i8 made of artistic talent.
The second subject accomplishes its purpose more force
fully and shows a greater quality of finesse through its
combination With artistic endeavors.

Children. who have the

advant3 ge of working in integrate d sys terns, c an not escape
being benefitted.

They are given the opportunity to create

for a real purpose or need;

they develop pride in doing well

the things that have to be done; they are Rble to visualize
the other subject more clearly; their impressions are more
lasting; and their interest'takes on new life and significance
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through the conscious use of Art instruction.
Courses of Study in English
Purpose of their bxamination
A similar method of procedure was followed with regard
to outlines in English a s prescribed by various states. As
was previously mentioned, thirty-three syllabi were secured
for analysis.

The main 9urpose of such a stlHiy is to find

and enumerate the suggested English projects and activities
thnt might be enriched through the application of the princi
ples developed in the Art classes.

As a desirable result these

two departments c auld then wo rk harmoniously to the advantage
of both.
It was dis00vered that twenty state
tion any

eit~ation

into the

~nglish

r~nuals

do not men

in which Art can function and carryover

classroom. Throughout the "work units" When

illustrations are necessary. it is suggested that clippings
from mage.z ines and newspapers or photographs be utilized.
Eleven courses point out helpful ....ays to use Art in English
endeavors.

Two manuEl.ls reveal some interest in the Junior

High School period, but their enthusiasm is hardly sufficient
to render specific assistance to the classroom teacher.
Aims of State rtequirements in English
The aims set forth in the English courses in various
8tetes are very similar and may be smmnarized as follows:
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1. To develop abilities in expressing oral and written
Englisb correctly.
2. To appreciate and cultivate 8 desire for good liter
ature.
3. To intelligently interpret an~ share the emotional
experi~pces of the author.
To accomplish the first aim, a knowledge of the mechanics of
both oral and written expression is necessary.

A few of the

sylla.bi emphasize this phase of English 'work to the detriment
of the more 8ppea2. ing side of the subJect.

The majori ty of

the outlines aim to achieve similar outcomes but the methods
applied to these ends seem to vary considerably.
Their content includes such familiar subdiVisions as
oral and written composition, poetry, the study of newswriting, dramatics, literature, reports and picture study.
The significance of these, points to the fact that correspond
ing types of work are being carried out in all sections of the
country, but the differences exist in the classroom procedures.
This is in a laree measure due to the make-up of the sets of
suggestions.

As was found in the Art outlines, several man

uals contain statements in the opening pages relative to tlrle
importance and merits of j,ntegrating subject matter. but they
offer no teaching aids to assist in the developmerit of the
theories advanced.

Twenty courses exist for English alone

and do not mention the integration of subjects.

This seems

to represent quite a number considering that they all have
been recently published and, cover approxirwtely the same
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period as t}lC',t of the Art manuals.
Examples of Art Activities in English Courses
From the English

standpoint~

Art is involved Rnd encour.

aged in the types of acti vi ties shown in Cha.rt 2 which follows.
These were gathered from the courses of the most recent dates
end show the trends of curriculum revision.
Chart 2.- Isxamples of Integrated Artand English Probl€ m s
Chosen froro the State },lanuals in ];nglish.
-~

States

IActivities Suggested by English Outlines

Plan a ser ies of' pa intings sugge sted 'oy Canto I
of \I The Lady of the Lake 11 •
l.Californ1a IIDesign cost·cl11les for a drama or tableau.
1\i.lake free illustrstions ~uggested b.y certain
passag0s in literature.
•.
~.Montana..•

:3.0hio. . . . ..

'Iprepare d raw~ngs or maps to illustrate poems
,
or storles.
'Make a:pl)ropriate po.sters for Book Vieek.
Make a reproduction of a Shakespearean theater
by draWings, models and marionettes.
IMake models of castles J or design historic cos
tUJ::!1es for :Medieval li"terature a.nd poems.
Make

literat~re

record books With illustrRted

4.0regon ...•

I

5.Vermont...

Make a Spring Poetry :Booklet.Correlate "Wi tv drQw
ing by teaching arrangement,printing,bindtng
and illustrations.

l

scenes.
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Chart 2-Continued

Activities Suggested by English Outlines

States
I

~

......................~

~~"'-'~......--~

raw cartoons for illu~trating the Junior liigh
Scbool m~gazine.
Ian and build a stage,drcss dolls as characters
6.'::isconsin ... l
for liTtle Lady of the Lake", or scenes
from IlCaesar."
ake and prepare the c over for a book of famous
pictures and artist.
In almost All of the ectivities, illustrations are
8ug~ested.

These are a valuable means of interpreting tbe

printed page and add variety and attractiveness to tbe problellJs.
They serve as a gUide in telling whether or not the thougbt
of the passag e was grasped by the pupils.

In the fifth

8

et

of activities, it is shown that tbe principles and skills
mastered in the Art class, fl).netion defini.tely in the English
booklet problem.

The entire group demonstrates the point

brought out earlier, thAt Art, to be most worthWhile. must be
~

in common activities.
Local Courses
The Ind ianapol is Ol.lt line s in oath .Art and Engli sl!

8

re

regarded as tf..::ntati ve a nd are ocun1 in loose-leaf fgslli.on so
tl.at additions or alto-;rations CRn be made from time to time
without

mu~h

trouble or adden

expe~ce.

They have been revised

and reprinted Within the last few months. follov··ing a period
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of painstaking study and expeTiment by cOIIDni. ttees of teachers
and directors who are experts in their particular fields.
Examination shows that they are prepared along lines of inte
gration and indicate a forward step in
The Art

C2_~~.This
use~value

tion of the

~urriculum

organization.

proposes to develop a clearer concep

of Art

in daily living thTOugh training

in the principles of beauty, both in appreciation and in
creation.

As a foundation for this understanding, opportunity

is afforded to study the important role which Art has played
in the'past through its contTibutions in the form of perman
ent records.

The degree to which different races have

advanced civilization is measured by their knOWledge and
application of Art skills and principles.

ThrouBh this study,

it is hoped that the ct ild will feel a. conscious Desire to
contri bute to the proP.lot ion of beauty in the c Ol:nnon expe r ience
of life.
The Indiunapolis Art course is planned so that the
principles learned in the Art classes rw,y be ap1l1ied to pro
jects and activities in othtir courses in t he curriCUlum; that
is, there are ample opportunities for
reference is made,

8.5

in~egr&tion.

Definite

far as Er-glish is concerned, to such

problems as follow:
1. Letter and decorate jackets for worn books
2. Make designs for bookc~se curtains.
3. Sketch from a dramatization of scenes sho~ing the
use of 'primitive and modern tools.

3()

4. Illustrate poems such aS I Longfellow's "Keramos"l to
show the potter at his wheel.
5. Flan layouts for 8chool pUblications or ~rograms.
6. Make 8111al1 silhouettes of h~ads frQ1!1 life for use as
bookplate designs.
7. Plan decorative color compositions illustrating days
of chivalry suggested by literature.
8. Illustrate stories of Medieval days.
9. PlQn simple stage settings for plays.
These examples suggest the variety of ways the course suggests
that Art activities can be transposed for direct usage in the
English cla.sses.

The outline is intended to recoIDY'1end the

major units, but the extent to which these problems are devel
oped, depends upon the initiRtive and inspiration of the
teacl'te r.
The English_Course.- The new outline in bnglish is much
more comprehensive and detailed but it is arranged in a con
venient manner.

~ach

cycle of work coveTs a six-weeks period.

The ent ire theme is the inter-re la t ion Rnd c 10S8 ass oc ia ti on
not only of

~hases

of

E~glish

work, but experiences of the

pupils in other sUbjects of the curriculum.

Art is sugiiested

as one medium of expression through tbe use of

il.IUl:~trations.

The principal objectives are to provide activities which will
aid the pupil to i!'1:9rove hAbits of communic8."tion, to find
satisfaction in discriminate readipg

J

and to gain a richer

interpretation of life through vicarious experiences cmd
emotionalized knowledge.
Throughout the year the students are given the opportunity
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to make more real t he units of ma tar ial a s each a re in progress.
Specific reference to drawings about pioneer life is made in
the seventh grade under the topic dealing- With immigration.
The suggestions are as follows:
Draw 1. ~8gon trains trekking across western plains.
2. A herd of bllfr'aloes in fliBht.
3. A pioneer cabin.
4. A flatboat on the Ohio.
5. Pioneers in Rction.
6. Illustrations of some particular pioneer story.
In the eighth gra.de. a section on "The Nevv Ci tizen".
provides for readings and discussions about the benefits and
obliga t ions of life in the new world.

'l'o make the meanings

more vital and impressions more lasting, citations are made
for Art illustrations, namely,
a. A cartoon to depict an i;~ligrant's experiences.
b. Drawings of inventions contributed by foreign-born
citizens.
c. Imaginative drawin~s of people seen at Ellis Island.
d. A drawing of the American flag With a written list of
praises given it by a. Russian.
Other illustrations needed in various parts of the course
include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Drawings of favorite characters.
Original book covers.
Posters to advertise new books.
Posters for special weeks.
Drawings of different types of homes.
f. Stage setti~gs for colonial plays.
g. Drawings of old and new methods of tr~nsportation.
h. Soa.p car'Vings of modern buildingR.

Also,

tbe study of such famous pictures

PB

Millet's "Feeding

her Bird.s". a.nd f.ihistler's "Mother", found a pl<:ce in tbe 11enual.
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In the Appendix of the EngliE!l: outline is an "Individual
Reading Check ll for the pupil to use in making his record of
outside reading.

Among trJe items listed to

izing hi8 report are

thre~

~id

}'Iim in Bummar

Art projects, - a drawing of a

to show the important places mentioned in trie story,
to illustrate

son~

CI

mar

picture

interesting incident, and a draWing of

some character as the pupil thinks he

~ould

appear.

The in

clusion of the .Art activities in the English course tends to
support tbe i1eH tJrat the principles lea:cned in the Art classes
have a practical value, and thei:c application to projects in
other courses is encouraged for their enrichment.
Summary
It may be seen froffi an examinution of the plans in both
Art a.nd English thF.t much is yet to be done in curriculum
revision if modorn trends continue to develop.

A review of

recent courses shows a genen11 failure to make adetluate pro
vision in teaching

~rocedures

an1 devices, to

follo~

up with

practical application of theories and 9Tinciples, and to
produce a worthWhile course of study, intended for t}-le teacher's
inE pira t ion and guidance.

Vlho ha"e

Vi"

Commi t tees of teacher send d irec tor s

ri tten the courses, r:lemonstr8 te their lack of interest

in, pnd knOWledge of modern t rends to discard subject boundaries
in favor of integrated materials. They, therefore, have
wasted both time and money in the preparation of revised courses.
An analysis of the local courses, however, sr;m,s that a wealth
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of suggested material

tRS

been irlCluded to satisfy tbe cfloice

of tbe most discriminating teacher.

The courses inepire

creative ideas and do not limit the variety of

W~YB

the acti

vities may be carrted out.
To ascertEin to What extent the courses of st 1 J.dy are
conducive to resourcefulness on the part of the

teacb~rs

wbo

use them, and in turn are heneficial to the students in an
activity program, the questionnaire method was adopted.

It

conce.rned itself v., i th the extent to which irlt€'gra tion of Art
witb English is in vogue in school systems throughout the
nation.

In addition, it sought to bring to light any schemes

or devices Which might be of value to those of the teaching
profession Who are desirous of securing new methods of inte
grating Art with English,

R8

well as being informed of clever

ways to present tbe ordinary phases of these two subjects
wlJich are common to the everage Junior High School.

Many

interesting and outstanding features revealed through the us e

of the questiunnaire will be discussed in tbe following
chapter.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF TJiE ART QUF.STIONNAIRE

ocope of the material

In order to pursue tllis study fu.rther and make it of
concrete value to individuals who are interested in obtain
ing new ideas concE:rning tne successful activities
out in tbe Junior High Scbools of tne nation. it

~as

rried
coo

sidered advisable to communicate wi th the tea.chers ,who are
ectually using these and other courses of study in their
classrooms.

Only in this way is it possible to note

th~ir

reactions and secure a consensus of opinion relative to the
merits of integrating Art and English.
Two carefully prepared questionnaires, one deeling with
the teaching of Art

J

and the other concerning Englisn. were

sent to three or four of the more progressive Junior High
Schools in eacn of the forty-eight states.

One hundred ninety-

two Art and two hundred nine Englisb l{uestionnairee
sent out.

were

Thirty-five of the local 8chools were a160 included

in the a urvey.

The difference in numbers was due to the fac t

that seven of the local Art
instructors were former supervisors
,
(34)
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and each has several scbools to visit.

It was unnecessary

to mail more than one questionnaire to each person as their
contributions cou.ld be gathered from anyone of the schools
under tbe ir d irecti on.

One hundred seventeen or sixty per

cent of the Art, and one bundrerl sixteen or fifty-five per
cent of the English q,uestionna ires were returnt:d.
ninety-seven Art a nd ninety-six

I~ngli6b

Of tb::se.

replies were usable.

These fie-ures imply that eighty-two per cent of the total
number could be used in this study.

Eighteen schools reported

tba t there was no Art department in the building and there
fore did not fill out the questionnaire.
abandoned their Junior High Schools.

Two c,ities had

Two teachers neglected

to enclose the Art and three the English questionnaires when
they replied.

Seventy-five Art and eighty-three English

instructors have not yet been heard from.
Organization
In order to obtain information from persons in widely
scattered areas, it was found necessary to ask certain specific
questions: so, for the convenience of the teachers. these
were claseified into various topics.

Most of the inquiries

rt.4,uired simple answers that could easilyoe arrayed in
tables.

Others asked for short explanatory paragraphs which

could not res.di ly be recorded ~

The la tter remarks wi 11 be

referred to by a eurumary or by uirec t quotations.

If per

cents are given, they are determined on the number of usable
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replies as a basis and not on the number answering that
particular question.

As the teachers were a eked not to sign

their names unless they so desired, the responses were free,
honest and of a spontaneous nature.

The data for this and

the following chapters consists of the replies to the two
qestionnaires, copies of which are placed in the Appendix
for reference.
Aids to Integration (Set 1)
The first group of nine questions concerned itself with
the probleme of integratLon,-what were the teachers' feelings
regarding it and how they carried out such a program.
outlines were used

I

If

it was asswned tlJ&t t:ney were not among

those secured from the State Departments for analysis in
Chapter III.

As a rule, cities of any size have directors of

special subjects, such as Art, who prepare outlines according
to their own theories.

In this way, data from both city and

state units could be compared.
It was specifically asked in the first question Whether
or not a course of study in Art had been w ri tten by the director
for use in the schools.

More than half of those who answered

did ha.ve an outline, as is shown in Table I on the page that
follows.

Fifty-three per cent of the teachers do. and forty-

one per cent do not use a manual.

Three reported that the ir

courBes are so flexi-ble that tbey are not required to follow
them rigidly.

Two teachers did not check this question.

,:1

hI

"
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TABLE I.

s to ~uestion No.1. Are you expected to fol
low a definite Art outline prepared by the direct~
of Art?

Repl~

.

Answers

:Yes

Per cent

No

Per cent

No replies

53.6

40

41.2

2

52

,i

- -

This question is important because if the teachers are held
for an explicit set of Art lessons, tbey ha.ve little opportunity
to include certain phases they presume are valuable.
other band, if they arrange the ir own lesson pla ns

On the
tlley then

are free to undertake experiments and projects according to
the needs and interests of their classes.
~hether

:~

or not the instructors are restrained further

by prescribed problems and activities was disclosed in the

second question.

A majority of the courses allow the Art

teacher freedom in the choice of her work.

Eighty-two per

cent make their own selection of activities and seventeen
per cent reported that they are prescribed.
Dot reply.

One teacher did

That figures sbown in the preceding table indicate

that the steryotyped sort of recitation is rapidly disappearing
Replies to ~uestion No.2. Do you choose your own
problems and activities, or are they prescrioed?
Chosen
80

Per cent

Prescribed

Per cent

82.4

16

17.5

No Ans.
1
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in favor of problems suited to the abilities of the pupils.
The sixteen manuals which prescribe the units of work tend
to show that they have not been revised recently along
modern lines.
The next two questions were a

sk~d

to further determine

how "up-to-date" the outlines are in content.

As was pointed

out in Chapter III, several courses shoW pronounced interest
in integration but offer little or no help With constructive
ideas.

~uestions

three and four had to do with this thought.

TABLE III. Replies to ~uestion No.3. Is it a policy of your
special directors to encourage the integration of
Art and English?
_I•

Answers

Yes

Per cent

No

Fer cent

• _

No replies

-

62

63.9

29

29.8

6

As is shown in Table III. more tban tWice as many work under
directors who encourage the integration of Art and English as
~ose

Who replied in the negative.

Sixty-three per cent

answered in the affirmative While twenty.. nine per cent checked
II

no".

Six teachers failed to respond to this question.

The

twenty.. nine negative replies tend to reflect upon the directors
of Art. If t:bey are not alert to the jJossibili ties of the
'Vast field Which is offered by English. in Which Art can be
advantageously utilized and fail to encourage and promote the
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same, then tbey eVidently do not tt.emselves believe in the
principles.
Art meetin;3S, frequently held, are for the purposes of
a friendly discussion of problems relative to the class exer
cises, to interpret the Art course

cUld

to gain inspira.tion

from resul ts successfully pre sente d in the classroom. \'ihetl:ier
this procedure is in practice or not is brought out by the
figures in Table IV.
TABLE IV. Replies to ~uestion No.4. At your Art meetings,
does your director suggest opportunities and deVices
for the integration of Art and English?
"-

--

-

-

-"



I

Answers • .Yes

,Fer cent

I

No

Per cent

I

. 42

I

No replies
-

42

43.2

43.2

I

13
-

According to the figures given above, exactly as many teachers
are assisted by their directors as are not.

It will be noted

in Table IV that the negative replies are cons.iderably greater
than those given in Table III which signifies that the super
visors do not encourage nor do they hold conferences which
will help the teacher translate this subject into the daily
life of her students.

Eleven reported that there are no Art

directors in tbeir city and therefore held no meetings.

In

these cases, the teacher relies solely upon herself for in
epiration, initiative and new ideas.

Forty-two checked

~yes~

40

and the same number "no l l . Thirteen did not reply to tb is
question.
If the course of study does not mention English as one
subject in wbich Art is indispensable, then there has not
been a recent revision.
matter.

~uestion

5 dealt With this sUbject

The answers rece i ved are ta bulated in Table V.

The

TABLE V.

Replies to (~uestion No.5. Does your Art course of
study mention integrating this subject and English?
.

Answers.

Yes

Per cent

NO

Per cent

I
43

44.2

46

,

No replies
I

47.4

..

8

I

large number of negative answers tends to indicate a failure
on the part of those responsible for drafting tbe syllabuB
to follow modern trends of integrating subject-matter.
Many Art departments or Parent-Teacher organizations
of the various schools purchase or subscribe for magazines
that are excellent as sources of references for lesson plans
in Art.

If the instructors are deprived of helpful directors,

and their courses contain only

m~ager

outlines and few meet

ings are held or none at all, tben the only alternative lies
in turning to periodicals for assistance.
in the sixth inquiry.

Tbis was featured
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TABLE VI. Replies to ~ue6tion No.6. Is your school supplied
with magazines which suggest new ideas for inte
grated projects in Art and English?

-

- -

Answers

~

Yes

Per cent

, 39

40.2

.

-

i

I No

In reply, more than half

Per cent

No replies

-

52

53.6

report~d

which belp them in their work.

6

that tbey have no magazines

This fact makes the situation

difficult, especially if the Art t6acher is possessed of only
an average amount of resourcefulness.

In the above table,

thirty-nine are and fifty-two are not supplied with period
icals.

Six persons did not check this

Tbe progressive individuals

~~ll

~uestion.

utilize all the agen

ci8s th8t are accessible in their city which

cont~in

ial that will enrich and supplement the Art lesson.
lie library is one such agency.
pictures and
ences.

maga~ine8

water
The pub-

From this source, numerous

may be circulated or used as refer

It is shown in Table VII tha tseven ty- fi ve p:; r cent

TABIE VII. Replies to {iuestion lio. 7. Is your city library any
help as a source of ideas for integrated problems?
-

,

Answers

Yes
73

Per cent

No

Per cent

75.2

15

15.4

I

No replies
7

~

-

of the teachers reported that their library is a source of
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illustrative materials whioh art vuluable in Art classes. It
will also be seen in Table VII that a comparatively few are
without this means of assistance.

The question does not

throw any light· upon the size of the library. This point
would govern the amount of help

ren~ered.

One instructor

stated that the library would be of some benefit if she had
had t:h.e to use it.

Another person admi tted that she had

never investigated its possibilities.
The majori ty of the replies disclosed t he fact that the
Art teachers in general are in favor of integrating Art and
English.

Several, however,

wo~ld

not commit themselves on

this alone but included other departments of the curriculwn.
One ins truc tor ind ica ted that circuIllstanc es are not favorable
under the present "set_up" to integrate.

It is shown in

Table VIII that eighty-one instructors or eighty-three per
cent are unconditionally in accord With this wethod.

Three

TABLE VIII. Replies to Question No.8. Are you in favor of
integrating Art and English?
-

~

Answers"

I

Yes

Per cent

No

Per cent

83.5

8

8.2

No replie s

_.

81

2

persons agreed on certain conditions.

One te2cher

~ualified

her statement with the provision that the project must be
approached from an Art angle.

Another answered in the
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~ondi-

affirmative if the problem is prtsented under natural
tions.

The eight instructors who voted

II

no" , IllB.de no

additional remarks.
In some school systems, it is unfortunate that teachers
are moved about and assigned subjects that they are unaccus
tomed to teach, notably in such specialties as Art.

It is

extremely difficult to integrate subject matter until these
persons have become familiar with the scope of the work.
Then, too, if a general reorganization of methods and pro
cedures has been in progress and an instructor is appointed
from a different type of system, information from her wuuld
be of little value.

This became the main text of Question 9

summarized in 7able IX.

Among the replies to the question

naire were found those from six teachers who were neVi to tIle
TABLE IX. Replies to ~uestiun No.9. Have you taught long
enough in the present sys tern to be thoroughly
acquainted With Art course?

---

,1'--
Answers

Yes
~~

I
I

Per cent

__J_-.__.

Per cent

No

-

No replica

I

I

87.6

85

6

6.1

6

-

..

system and were unable to assist in this study.

~ighty-five

answered that they had taught a sufficient time to becorue
familiar with the content of the Art syllabus.
above table
opinion.

J

~rom

the

it may be seen that six did not express an
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Summary. The majority" of the teachers

~

in favor of integra

tion but the extent to wbich this procedure is carried out
is handicapped by the lack of encourageIHent, helpful meetings,
periodicals, and tbe make-up of the courses of study.
Time ElcLlent Involved (Set 2)
.1he second set of questions had to do with factors that
enter in to the determination of tl1e number of projects or
actiVities attempted during the semester.

Such items as the

size of classes, time, and the numbE-r of periods devoted to
Art ",ork each week were considered important.
The returns from the questionnaire shoW a trend toward
favoring a number of units integrated witb English rather than
on~

large project covering several months of work. Eight

teachers wrote that they do not integrate their problems with
any department.

The replies are tabulated on the table which

follows:
TABLE

x.

Replies to Q,ues tion 10. Do you a ttempt to do more than
one integrated project each semester?

.

.

-

.

Answers. Yes

Per cent

.

No

..

;~ """'--~~

Per cent

--

No replies

-

i

36

35

41

42.2

10

I

,

,

-

~uestion

Answer.

IT~:

10 continued.

I~: ~];6

.

If so, how many?

~

'I

num:rous

-

~
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Of the tlt i rty-fi ve irJB tructors who attempt more than one ac t
i vi ty, nin teen comple te froll tl;.ree to six problems and tliree
teachers reported that numerous projects are worked on.

The

magni tude of the chosen uni t governs the nUlllber planned for.
Among tbe replies received were those from forty-one teachers
or forty-two per cent, who do not integrate more tban one pro..
ject.

Several factors which concern this number are dealt with

in the seven questions which :follow_
It was tbe pUDpose of question 11 to find out whetber
or not

has any bearing upon the amount of work to be

~

accomplished in school.

It was almost unanimously agreed

that the lack of peri,ods during the scbool day prevented
more integration of subject.matter.

TIle answers are scored

in Table XI.
TABLE XI. Replies to ~uestion No.ll. Does the time element
have any bearing upon the number of problems attempted?

, ..

.. ----=

-

I

Answers

Yes

I

Per cent

No

-

Fer cent

...

-

!!!±

No replies

-

89

9l.?

2

2

6

I

In the above table it may be seen tbat ninety-one per cent of
the replies showed concern over the time element.

Six returns

did not deal with this question.
The number of weeks required to finish an average project
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is tabula ted on the table which

folloT~B.

TABLE XII. The Amount of Time Needed to Complete a Project.

}'requencies

Number of \"";eeks
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1.6
1- '7
1-8

· ..

·...

•..

··...

.

...• ••••

•....

....

•••••••••..••
.

• •••
•••

. ..

t.t •

l.many •••••

·..... . .. . .... • •
2-4 ....•.••.......

2-3

• ••
2-5 •...................•
2-6 •...
2.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
2-8 •.
2-more •••.
~-4 .•••••
•• • • • •• • • ••
3.. 5 •.•.
••
3-6
3- '7 ••••••
,
3-8
3-more
4.5 •........
• •••
4.6
.
4-7 •............
• •••
4--8 ••••.••••
•••
4.. more •••••
5-6 ..•...
•••
5-7 . ~ •.... , ..
••
5.. 8 •••.••.
5-more ••••
• ••

.

.

· ..

•

•••

if

••••••

·........... ...
............
.......................
......·.....
.......·....
··.....
.........

·.

..

........·..
.......

....
.
.
· ..
...
· ..
..... ••••••••
6-more
Total .. . . . ...... .... ....
Range ........ .... .......
6-'7 •••••..
6-8 ••••

)To replies

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

•

•

•

•

4
7
:3

1
:3
()

o
1

11
7

o
2
o
o
o
7
2
2

o

o
1

o

10

o
I

5

o

o

o

o
o
o
3
4

73
1-2 to 6-more

15

-
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One teacher reported that if a puppet shoVl is given, the pr,o
ject continues throughout the whole term.

Eight instructors

said the time varies with the type of work and can not be
estimated.

The largest frequency in

~able

XII indicates that

a problem requires from two to UJree weeks at least While
nearly as many teacners said that about four to six weeks
are nee essary.

:b'ifteen replies fa ile d to give an es timBte.

The length of the Art period is also important to note
as school programs vary.

Table XIII shows the array of class

periods ranging from thirty minutes to ninety-four minutes in
lenth.

As is indicated in the table whicb follows.

TABLE XIII. The Distribution of Replies Based on the Lenth of
the Art Periods.
Length of Period in Minutes

~'requencies

·.......
........
......
·...............
......
··......................
·.
.. .....
.... ... ...
·.......
...... ...
.......
•
· . ............. .......
·.
............... .....

2

90-94
85-89
80-84 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
75-79
70-?4
65-69
60-64
55- 59 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
50-54 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

16
22
34

40--14

10

~

1

45-49

35-39 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
30-34 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total

o
o
o
o
o
8

2

2

.

96

Range

..

30-94 minutes

10 replies

.

41

1
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the greater number of Junior High Schools have a fifty to
fifty-four minute program schedule.

Two schools which are

not typical have only thirty minute allotment for Art. Time
is an important factor to take into consideration when pro
ducing worthwhile projects because it is impossible to do
justice to an artistic production if it is carried out in a
has ty ma.nne r.
Next to the length of per lods. the number of pt;r i ods
per

v~

eek seems to be the

mOB

t important point to note when

considering tbe am.ount of integration carried on in the
various Junior High Schools.

It will be recalled that Art

in the ninth grade is elective and t he classes are generally
scheduled for each day in the week.

'l'he extra time allot

ment is advantageous to those working on integrated problems.
TABLE XlV. The Distribution of Replies Based on the Number of
Art periods per \leek

.

...



Number of Art Periods
I

··.........
........
..... .....
·.......
.......
.. ..
.
.
. . . ..
..........
... ........ ....
·· ..
.........
........ ...
.......
.......................
.., ...........1... 5

5
4.5
4
3.5
3 . . ..
2.5 .
2 ..
1.5
1 ..
•

total

Ra.nge

............

10 replies

of

7' th

8

I

17

I

0

I

..

1
-

[

9

tb grad e

17

15

0

7
4
31

7
4
35

35

32

96

96

23

0

..

th

0
0
0
4
0
4
0
0

2
0

••

...............

-

_Freauenc ies

I

,

1
0

0
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The tabulations in the ninth grade column are not complete a.s
those who replied failed to state whether this grade in

i~clud.

ed in the Junior High division or a part of the Senior Eigh
SeLool.

If these answers represent a 6.3.3 plan, then seventy

three more counts would be recorded in the ninth grade.
According to the figures in Table XIV

I

tbere appears to be

a wide variety of Art program schedules.

ThiG results in a

disadvantage to those teachers v;ho attempt much in a restricted
time allotment as for instance one period a week.
greater number of

school~

'The

have Art once or tWice a week.

In

seventeen schools, the seventh and eighth grade children have
this subject five times weekly.

As Art is required in these

grades, the pupil should profit greatly by the generous time
allotment given them.
The fifteenth question was to be answered only by those
wbose classes meet more than once a week.

It is much more ad

vantageous to have periods following in consecutive order
than if some reci ta ti on intervenes.
~ime

surmise the reasons for this.
and getting out the materials.

I t is not difficult to
is saved in putting away

If painting is in progress

j

end the time for dismissal arrives, the work accomplished
during the period may have to be

r~-jone

because ordinary

colors streak and tbere is difficulty encountered in matching
the same tones.

Besides, it

t~nds

to upset the plans for

completion and prolongs the project over a greater period of
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time.

As this ceases to be interesting. it often

b~comee

tiresome to the children.
As was indicated in the fourteenth table, sixty-one
teacbers were expected to check the present inquiry.
answers received are

in Table

preBent~d

The

1~.

TABLE XV. Replies to

~uestion No.15. If your classes me.et more
than once a week. do the period come in consecutive
order?
..

Answers

I

:les

IFer cent

I No

I Per

_-- -cent

-

No replies

I

I
.

24

45

21.3

.

.......--

?3.7
_.

~

-

~

Seventy-three per cent of those replying to this question are
working under trying conditions some of which have
been enumerated.

alr~ady

Twenty-four out of a possible sixty-one in

structors have a more ideal program.

Art sbould have tve same

consideration whenever possible in a schedule of studies, as
some of the sciences for

Vi

bich double periods are alloted.

Another point that directly refers to the courses of study
brought out in question 16. This dealth With whetber or
Replies to -i,uestion No.16. Are the Art ActiVities
a part of the regular lesson or are they extra
c urr i c ular1
Regular
85

Extra.C ur ri c ular
22

No replie B
5
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not tbe integrated problems are planned for tl'le regular lesson
or as extra-curricular activities which are elective.

Table

XVI given on the preceding page, shows the tabulated returns.
The discrepancy in nmilbers here is accounted for in the returns
from several teachers who reported that the activities were
both regular a nd extra-curriculsr.

It

"Vi

ill be noted, however.

that tbe greater number of lessons are planned as regular
class 'Work.

The twenty.,two

VIi

ho voted in the latter group

have t:be more difficult problems to solve.

These have previously

been cited.
The remaining two questions in tLis group are perhaps
the most important of all.

Many teachers are too tired at the

close of the day to continue supervising activities after
8chool hours. Their other curriculum assignments, the prep
aration of their rooms for the next day's classes, meetings
other professional duties, combine to tax the strength
endurance of instructors Who are already fatigued from
their daily school routine.

The replies concerning whether

r not enough school time is provided to

complet~

the chosen

ctivity Without using after !lours, is shown in Table XVIII.
XVII. Replies to ~uestion No.1? Is sufficient time given
to Art to complete tl~e activi ty during school hours'?
Yes
58

Per cent

No

59.?

34

Per cent
35

No replies
5

53

According to tbe answers presented in Table XVII. the projects
are finished during the school da,y,

3everal teachers wrote

that only problems that could be completed are chosen as
other duties interferedwith after hours.

Another person

reported that no after school time could be used because
they have to adhere to rigid regulations of bus schedules.
Thirty-five per cent stated that extra time is

re~uired •

.iI'ive instructo,rs did not answer this question.
The final inquiry in this

gro~p conc~rns

that the teacher takes in integrated problems.

the interest
It asked wbether

or not she l'iould do more of this type of 'Work if allol'lance,s
were made on the program.

It will be noted that the majority

TABLE XVIII. Replies to Question No. 18. Uould you do more of
this type of work if you were allowed adequate
time1
=
Answers

Yes

I Per cent

No

-

Per cent

No replies

I

??

?9.3

?

?2

13
0,

are interested in these methods.
replied in the affirmative.
with the plan.
answers.

Seventy-seven per cent

Seven per cent are not in accord

'hey gave no explanations for their negative

Thirteen did not reply.

Summary.More tban half of the teachers, do not a ttempt more
than one project each semester because of the lack of time in
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the length of tbe period and the number of lessons per week.
Class versus Club Activity (Set 3)
The next group of six questions dealt with'tbe size of
the Art classes and the effect of nwnbers on the activities
chosen.

~uestion

19 is arranged in table form to show

th~

results of this inquiry.
TABLE XIX. Replies to Q,uestion No. 19. Are your classes too
large to plan integrated problems in Art and Lnglish?

-

-

Answers

--_.

Yes

Per cent

"

-

.. ....

No

Per cent

No replies

46

47.4

10

"I
I

41

42.2

-

Tbe figures given above indicate divided opini.oRs.Almost tlJe
same number replied that the classes are too large t01ople.n
for integrated problems as those wbo reveal that tbe enroll
ments are s uffic iently small a s not to be a handicap. For ty
twe per cent of the teachers replied "yes" and forty-seven
per cent voted "noll. Ten pErsons gave no answer.

ene letter

contained a note that because of reduced budgets, the nwuber of
employed teachers is inadequate to care for overcrowded class.
rooms.

This hinders the group projeots which have been so

successfully carried out in tbe past.
In the next question, the teachers were asked to report
the number enrolled in each of their Art classes.

The returns

frOID tbe letters are tabulated in tbe frequency table Which
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follows.

It will be seen from a study of tlJis table tbat the

average class is much too large to work with, especially in
In Table XX, the tLree largest class

group projects.

TABIE XX. The Average Class Enrol~aent Eased on Replies in
the Q,uestionnaire.

J!'requencies

Class Enrollment
~

•

. . ....
·.............
. ....
....
.
.
...........
........
41 ·....
40
39 -..
·.
38
·..
36
·
.......
35
34 ·
. ... .
33
·.
........ . ..
32
·.............

45 • ••
44
43
42

37

"

~

31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20

19
18
17
16
15

··

..
..........·.
··...
...
. ..
..............
··..... ...........

··.....

.

· .............
.
·...............
••••••• •
·.• ..• .• .• ...
...
· .... ... ......
·...............
•

•

Total ••••• • • • • • •
Range •••••••
No replies ••••••••

...

II

6

o
o
2
o
25
o
6
1

5
17
3

o
o

1
11
1
3

o
1
4

o
1
1

u
3

o

2
1
(>
2
96

15-45 pupils
1
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enrollments are given as

35, and 40.

~,

The most frequent

class averages appear in the forty group.

lt must be remem

bered tbat these figures represent groups of children wi th
varying abilities, - not selected.

It becomes quite a problem

to handle such a large cLass, especially when it is necessary
to find a type of work each child can do according to his
abilities.

'the matter of caring for t}lOse v.ith no special

talents is very difficlllt.
fifteen members.

The smallest class enrolls only

There was one teacher who did not indicate

the size of her classes.
The same line of thought is evident in the next inquiry.
Probably most instructors have experienced a difficulty in
planning what to do with those who have no marked talent, and
whose interest diminish to such a degree
become disciplinary problems.

tr~t

ttcy often

This type of pupil can seldom

TABLE XXI. Replies to Question No. 21. Have you ever undertaken
an Art problem in Which every member of the class
took part?
Answers

Yes
-

Per cent

No

Per cent

81.3

12

12.3

--

No replies

I

19

6
I

be trusted to work on a project without ruinous results. The
figures shown in Table XXI reveal that eigbty-one

~r

cent

of the teachers have tried including every child in a socialized
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unit of work.

Seventy-nine teachers have made an effort to

include certain types of projects that
Twelve per cent have not

att~mpted

re~uire

varied skills.

such a plan.

Six persons

failed to reply to this question.
The members of the Art club in ma.ny schools are called
upon to put the finishing touches on a piece of work that
demands delicate workmanship.

These pupils are generally

dependa ble and c apa ble of doing we 11

anythin~

a ske d of them.

It is valuable to an Art instructor to have a ccess to a club
of this nature when developed

is necessary.

techni~ue

It

was the purpose of question 22 to determine whether such a
groups has been organized.

The replies to this are tabulated

in the table which follows.
TABLE XXII. Replies to ~uestioD No.22. Ie there an Art club
of talented members in the school?

Answers

I

Yea

I

43

-

..

Per cent

No

Pel' cent

44.3

52

53.6

No replies
I

1

The above figures show tba t the grea tdr number of teachers
have not organized a club.

~'ifty-three

per cent reported

they do have and forty-four stated they do not have such an
organization.

One teacher wrote

t}~t

her club has to meet

after school hours as there is no available period during the
day.
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Some teachers resort to competi ti ve try-outs before
selecting the students who are to work on a certain problem.
In this way it can be determined in what field the child haa
partiCUlar ability,

80

he

I~y

selective but included a great

do his best.
nUIQb~r

This plan is not

of pupils who have an

equal cbance to demonstrate their skills.
TABLE XXIII. rleplies to ~uestion No.23. Are competitive try
outs beld before selecting pupils to work on the
integrated project?

-

-

Answers

I
I

-

==

Yes
28

Per cent

No

28.8

49

I

.

Per cent

No replies

50.5

20

In the above table it may be seen, however, that most teachers
do not favor try-outs but observe the children at work and
Ulen try to find the suitable place in the activity, where
their efforta will accomplish the best results.
The Art club members are generally the ones finally
selected to work on the unit. This may be seen in Table XXIV.
TABLE XXIV. Replies to Question No. 24. Are the members of the
Art club always - generally - or never the ones
chosen to participate in the activity?
-

Answers

Always

-

- -

Generally

Never

37

5

0
-

No reply
55
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The figures recorded here show that in most cases the children
who join the Art club are talented and interested in group activities, and are called upon to assist in important problems
where the greatest care must be taken.

This fact tends to

show also the value of clubs where addi tional opportuni ties
are at hand "to develop the talents of the Junior High students.
Five teachers reported the club members are never chosen.
They no doubt belong to the group wbo wrote that the organization in their building devoted its time to appreciation and
picture study rather than graphic Art.

Fifty-five persons

failed to respond to the question.
Suromary.-The heavy enrollments in the classes and the lack of
extra-curricular activities prevent a greater nwaber of integrated problems.
Provisions for Classes

(Set 4)

The fourth group of inquiries is probably the moet significant of any yet discussed.

It concerns itself with the

conditions under which Art is taught.

Some teachers are

provided with an ideal location where they may have the proper
atmosphere to do splendid work.
many ways.

Others are handicapped in

These points are brought out in this series.

The first of this set of questions asked if a special
room was available for use in Art only.
are tabulated in Table :CXV,

~end

The replies which

to show that the instructors

are favored with a desirable situation when a room is set
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aside for the use of Art students.
TABLE XXV. Replies to ~uestion No. 25.
provided for Art classes?

Is a special room

-

Answers

Yes

Per cent

No

Per cent

76.2

22

22.6

74

No reply
1

-

."

In the above table it may be noted that seventy-six per cent
of those replying do have a special Art room.

It is indeed

fortunate that they have a place where the atmosphere mqy be
inspirational at all times.
vided with any.

Twenty-two teachers are not pro

One person did not

re5~ond.

The next question sought to find out if a room for tbis
subject only would be an incentive to integrated activities.
TABLE XXVI. Replies to ~uestion No. 26. If not, would a special
room for Art be an incentive for an increased
number of projects?
Answers

Yes

No

Per cent
I

-

17.5

I

!

No replies

"

,

I

I

17

Per cent

1

1

4

It will be noted that only the ones who do not have a special
Art room were supposed to reply to this question.

From the

figures in the above table, seventeen teachers would be willing
to plan for numerous projects if they had a more desirable
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place in which to work.

One person s aid it would not have

any effe c t upon what sbe a tternpts.
express an opinion.

]'our ins tructors did not

nJe affirmative answers tend to show a

commendable a tti tude on the part of the teachers to be inter
ested in

~ntegration

if their environment wene more conducive

to artistic enJeavors.
When classes in other subjects meet in the room used for
Art, it is especi.ally difficult to manage supplies and
TABLE XXVII. Repliea to question No.2? Do classes in other
subjects meet in the rOOIll in which you teach Art?
I

I

I

Answers

Yes

Per cent

Ho

40.2

54

40

Per cent
i

N,o replies

55.6

:3

- --

properties if extensive problems are under construction. vben
stu.dents from other departments pass in and out, there is alv.-ays
danger in the safety of the partly completed work.

In Table

XXVII, fifty-four teachers reported that no other recitation
is held in the Art room.

If these figures are accurate, they

should more nearly correspond to the replies recorded in
Table J\.J{V.

There seems to be a wide discrepancy in the nwn

ber of teachers who checked correctly.

The forty pelf'sons

'Ij~ho

share tbeir rooms with another department, are unfortunate for
reasons already cited.
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One of the principal arguments against tbe use of the
same room by other instructors, unless it is unavoidable,
featured in question 28.

It

WaS

~

the purpose of this inquiry

TABLE XXVIII. Replies to~uestion no. G8. Are you required to
put away all Art supples after each lesson~
. -

Answers

Yes

'-

.

~Per

cent

Per cent

No

I

No replies

I

_.

,I

I

50

51.5

,46

1

4?4

.
to find out

wbetb~r

'

or not the teacher is obliged to replace

all the supplies needed for the unit and tidy the room after
each lesson, or if she may leave the materials in readiness for
another work period. Approximately half of tLose responding
are compelled to put away all materials until the next class
meets.

§orty-s~ven

per cent of the inQtructors are spared

the inconvenience and waste of time in doing this.

One person

wrote that it is impossible to put away all the drawing

suppl~s

as each lesson is finished.
The proximity of these is another item which amounts to
considerable importance.

It is fortunate for all Goncerned

if the room can be transformed into a studio With sufficient
space devoted to the storing equipment so that very little
time and energy is wasted before continuing the work on tbe
activity.

A well arranged place encourages both the pupils
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and teachers to attempt

gruup problems than might be

IRrg~r

oarried out under adverse conditions.

Table XXIX shows the

TABLE XXIX. Replies to r~uestion No. 29. Are your Art supplies
located conveni.ently near your Art room?
-

:I

-0!1!!!!!00

Answers

-

~

-

Per cent

Yes

no

Per cent

No replies

I
"-

86

---

86.6

,

I

7

7.2

..

-

returns from this question.

4
..

Here it maybe seen t:hat eigbty

six teachers have Art cupboardS and supply shelves conveniently
near at hand.

There are

even who do not !lave space to store

6

materials necessary to the lesson.

~our

persons did not

answer this question.
Sumraary.-The lack of a special room for Art wbich entails un
desirable features, impedes tbe furtherance of integrated
projects.
Costs Involved (Set 5)
An important feature of integrated activities of any
size is that of expense.

For larger productions, it often

TABLE XXX. Replies to ~uestion No. 30. Is there any fund to draw
from to pay for necessary waterials used in tile project'!?

-Answer·s

-

-

Yes

I

Per cent

No

II Per cent
I

36

37.1

'55

No replies

_

54.5

6
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becomes necessary to

~urcbase

additional materials beyond

those which are supplied by the school system.

The subject of

costs of ambitious undertakings was the text of the next two
q,llestions. 'The responses as to whether or not a fund is available to

defr:;~y

eXDenses for sl,lch acti vi ties, Ina.y be seen in

tabulated form in Table XXX.

It is readily noted by the number

of negative replies that costs is an important

~actor

to con-

sider if an integrated problem of any magnitUde is contemplated.
Fifty-five teachers reported t bat tbey have no treasury from
which small accounts might be drawn.

Th~s

the launcbing of more complete productions.

fact tends to cuxb
Thirty-six per

cent of tbose who answered have money for needed supplies. Six
persons failed to comment about this question.
It is an injustice to the average teacher if she is obliged
to buy materials from her own modest income in order to finish
the project.

~his

was brought out in queBtion 31. Various

methods of obtaining small amounts of money were asked for in
this inquiry. The tabulated results sl.own in Table XXXI indicate that in most cases the scbool board is responsible entirely
or in part for tbe purchas ing of needed sUlJplie B upon requis ition by the Art supervisor or teacher.

One person reported

that the requests must be made a year in advance.
Another stated trlat the Art Club is allov.'ed two ciollars
per year to purchase arlditional items needed for the success of
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the act i vi ty.
A student tax is the next method most frequently used to
build up a fund.

~he

fees range from ten cents to fifty cents

each year.

TABLE XXXI. The Source of Funds from which Supplies are Pur
chased for Integrated Problems

II

Source of Funds
Art Department Budget Approved by
the Board a nd Super intendent .••
Student Tax

, .. -

D

,h'rt. q Uc nc i.e s

II

41

.

25
3
1
8
2
1
10
25
20

a. 10% to 25.¢ •••••••••
b.
c.
d.
e.

15¢

.

25¢ •..•.

t

••••••••••

35st ...•••• ,
.
50 st ••••••••••••••••

f. amount not stated ••
To ta 1 ..

II

.

Instrl..l C tor~ Pocke t ••.....•.•.•••••
School Budget •••••.•.......•.•••••
Voluntary Contr- ibut ions ••.••.....•
Parent-;feacbers' Club ••...••....••

19
7
4

..

2

Calendar pads ...••....•..•.•
School ~aper ••••••...••••.••
Entertainments ..•..•......... , ....

1
1
1

School Paper

Sales:

T 0 ta 1 ••••••••••.•••••• 9 sour c e s

No replies ••..•.•••.•• 9

No school lis ted more than tbree different methods of securing
money.

lV.os t of t:bem reyorte d two of the

Gl

bove named sources.

The majority of the local schools are probibited from cbarging
entertai~ment6 present~d.

This is noted by the
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meager vote given tbis source in tbe above table.

If a collection

is taken, the Parent-Teacbers' Club retains a certain per cent.
One instructor explained that twenty cents out of the thirtyfive cent tax is sent to tbe general fund wbile fifteen cents
is

re~ained

at the scbool to be spent as needed.

A oudget wbose funds are pooled from sources not definitely
indicated in the questionnaire, are maintained in nineteen
scbools.
Twenty teachers admitted that they tbemselves have to
furnish all tbe extras out of their own accounts.

It was

interesting to note that practically everyone of the lee al
replies listed this method of raising money as the only alternative froill doing without.
A poa i ti ve supply of funds as some appear to be in the
table, is advantageous to those wbose Art problems necessitate
extra purchases not provided by tbe school city.

Among these

might be classed the Parent-teachers' Club, the school newspaper and student tax.
Summa.ry.-Tbere is not an adequate provision Iaade for tbe purchasing of necessary supplies needed for problems planned for
auditorium performances ••
Teacher Uo-operation (Set 6)
Anotber group of questions was concerned With the attitudes
toward integration.

By means of the tabulations in Table XXXII,
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TABLE XXXII. Replies to ~~uesti on Ho. 32. Do you enj oy working
out a problem with another teacher?
~-

-

Answers

Yes

Fer cent

-

r

81

_..__ ----.

No

Per cent

..

-

-

~.-

No replies

~--

83.5

2

2

9

it was learned that tne majority of the teachers enjoy working
out a project

another instructor.

~iith

in the affirmative.

Eighty-one responded

Two teachers admitted they did not enjoy

co-operative undertakings for

r~asons

not disclosed.

Two per

eens wrote that they had never tried integrating Art and English
or any sUbject.

Another reported she favors tIlis metbod of

working together if the DnglislJ

teache~

give s her advance no

tice so tIjat careful . . . o:rk can be done by the students.

A

sixth remarked that if both instructors understand t he objectives
and prqvided that the fundamentals of Art are not sacrificed,
then it becomes
department.

&

pleasure to

co~perate

With the English

Nine instructors failed to express themselves.

Unless the s_arne person' teaches both llrt and English, it
is unfortunate if one or tlJe other is indifferent about the
values resulting from integrating tIJese two subjects.

Tbe

best results are obtained when Doth departments enter wbole
heartedly into the combined undertaking.

It was tlJe purpose

of the next question to determine

or not the English

~hether

instructor sanctions integrated problems.

In 'fable XXXIII,
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TABLE XXXIII. Re-plies to ,Luestion No. 33. Is the .Englioh
teacher in favor of co-operative undertakings?
. ..
-""...--...
,I
I
:No
replies
Per
cent
Answers
Yes
No
Per cent

----

-~.

---

-

,
I

74

76.2

6.1

6

13

I

the results of this inquiry are tabulated.
cent repl ie d in the aff irilla t i ve •
the

l~nglish

Two teacbe rs repor ted tba t

instructors in their system were not in sympe-trJy

Vii th modern procedures.
feelings of

The greater per

tlJ8

One person said sbe did not knon tbe

English teacher in ber building . .t.potter one

wrote tbc:::t some of tlJe ins truc tors in be r e i ty nre
are not in favor of integration.

~ltogetherJ

C!.

nd some

six reported

tha t they are asaoc ia ted wi th persons not in a ceord with this
metbod.

There were thirteen wbo did not reply.

It is an ideal situation wben the various departments
Within a school

co~perate

to bring to a successful close,

projects planned together, such as perfortmnces for an adult
audience.

In problems like tbese, the SeWing and \,oodworking

departmen ts are belpful.

An enter yri se in \.b icl; othe rs assis t

was inquired about in question 34 sLown in the following t&ble.
It. is indicated tbat tbe greater nWL.ber of teachers are aided
by tlJe other departments.

Sixty-three per cent of those wbo

replied are helped by the Vocational end Home Economics
teachers.

'fwenty per cent are not.

:Fifteen instructi>rs did
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TABLE XXXIV. Repl ie s t.o Q,ues ti on No. 34. Do othe r departments,
such a s tIJe Sewing and "Iliroodwol'king departments,
assist in these integrated activities?
~

-.

~

-

....

--~.--

I

Yes

Jmswers

62

I

Per cent

No

Per cent

63.9

20

20.6

;

.

~

not reply.

..

-

--!I

-

No replie,s
I

I

15

Two persons a.nswered tbat sometimes thb shop boys

help construct sCbnery and tbe seWing girls fashion COGtUllies
and accessories in tbeir regular
problem.

cl~ss

periods as a separBte

rrlJere a.re .several val uee v.ihich result from ac ti vi tie s

SUCr] as these.

In the first :place, d i vis ion of le. bor

l'

al ieve s

the burden of the whole responsibility, and saves time and
ene·rgy in as much as the regul&r class time from the four
departments is devoted to one production.

Th€ n ,

too, t.ile

students are m&de to f eel a. uni ty of cless work and t be func
tioning of special subjects in real life.
Smpmary. - A more un ified pr ogram in tbe Junior High School is
effected when the various other departments plan their work on
integrated lines also.
Problems Selected and their Resulting Values (Set

n)

In question 35, the teacbers were asked to check from a
list prOVided, the types of activittes tliey bad v.'orked out
vdtb the English departmont.
order

8.8

'l'ablt; y:;;rJ:V lists them in ra.nk

vo ted upon in the Clues t ionna ire.

I t is iJlllJor ta nt to

remewber that many activities may be grouped under each type.
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TABlE

xxxv.

'l'he 'rypes of Problems UndertaKen by Art a nd English
'rea.chers Baued on Heplie 8 to questionnaire.
Frequencies

Type of Activity
Illustrated Booklets •.•..••
Illustrated Stories .••..•••
I llus tra ted Foems .•.•..••••
Special Day Programs .••••••
PI aye
Newspapers ., ••.•••..•.•..••
'II

•••••

It

It

Pageants

51
49
43

41
39
32
23
22

•••

.

Puppet Shows ••••.••••.•..••

For ins tance. plays might include s licb problems as:

6

tage

Bcenery, costume designing. color schemes e nd lighting effects.
Tte types listed in Table
which the teacner

m~y

~CXXV

merely suggest the fields in

work.

It canb e seen from a study of tLis taole th8.t Art is
be ing used to promote a var ie ty of Engl isb pro t)l~li1s aesoc is. ted
'With life in ttJe Junior High School.

'l'}]ese uni ts tend to snow

a consistent popularity. cas eacn one received a sizeable
sr..are of votes. The making of booklets with an attractive
cover design. well lettered titles and illustrated contents,
a~pear

to be the moat widely used activity.

stion of scenes in stories or t

r.e

Graphic represent

picturing of favorite

characters, is the second most popular form.
the fewest scores was puppet shows.

The one receiving

This project is very diffi

cult to attempt which is no ,doubt the reason for its holding

?l
last choice.
as they

~ere

~uestion

Sixteen teachers did not underline the activitie s
requested.
36 asked tbe instructors to list any octivity

not given in the above table.

They are e.s follows:

gradua tioD progrcnns, posters, tableaus, c lay mode ling of
scenes in storics read, lettering famous quotations and
mottoes, lite ra ture map drawing 8.nd c .ire us programs.

Twenty-

nine teachers did not add any new ones.
It was asked in question 3?, to explE.in the type of
problem wbich proved to

~e

reasons for its being so.

tbe most successful and give
A

large number of tbe contributions

too brief or contained no elaborations at all and consequently
they are of little value.

The usable replies are ranked in

order in Table XXXVL.

TABLE XXXVI. The Rank Order of Problems most Successfully
Worked Out and Reasons for their Success.
:;I:
::§!

Votes

11

Type of hc ti vi ty

Plays

--

=-======

Reasons for Success
(selected)
ltClas"s lJToject-and-no"t a
selected group."
"Pupils interested in the
finished 6 cenes. 1I
lIHesults reach more people

[I

•

§

8

l~otebooks

or bookle tal lI',';hen all of a group can par
ticipate,the activity seems
most benefici&l."
"They definitely supply. the
neeas of tbe Engli8r~ aepartment."
"3ecause of
tbeir definite
1)urnose. 1I

?2

Table XXXVI - Continued
Votes

Type of ActiVity

Reasons for Success
(selected)

Illustrated stories

7

-~

----~

~--_.._.~.--

t}Jere is more of a
competitive feeling Rbout
them. II
"These can be finished in
the alloted Art tif!le. ll
"Eve ryon~ can IJ1Hke one."
"Becaus~

Posters

5

IIIncludes all cl1ildren."
IIDeuJands tl,e most Prt
skills. 1I
"bas ie r to handle with
forty pupils."
IICloser to real life."

--------------.---------.-:+ -T

~-- - - - -

5

Illustrated Poems

IlIndividual expression."
IlImagination."

4

Spec iEtl Day Programs

"More pupils are interested."
"Varie ty of rna tel' ie.15 •
IIInterest in wIiat is being
celebrated ."

._-...

---_._~_._-_._.

-+---~------

_.. _ .

.__._._--

4

Newspapers.-roagazines

:'l1ore pupils get to a.ctively
pa r tic i pa te • "
IICuts and i llus tra ti ons v. i t!Jin c1ild's compre1ension."
IIInterests 'i~}Jole s cbool. II

~

Puppet shows

"The greatest number of abilities are involved."
"II\m in producing t:be sl1ow. f1

-------

------

.- _._"""""""'----

From a study of tbe reasons

contrib~ted

by the teachers in

?3

Table XXXVI, the general trend is tcw,aru cboosing the c..ctivities
in 'which the maj ori ty of the c:IE: ss can partic ipa te.
manner the cbildren' s interest is aroused

B

In this

nd prolonged which

is a valuable outcome in any lesson.
The presenting of plays is given first
integrated problems.

cho~ce

among the

They require an assortment of talents,

and create opportunities for more students to work in varied
fields.

The production of plays includes the study of more

principals of Art than any other project and provide excellent
situations for co-operative undertakings.

One teacher, however,

experiences decided difficulties in connection With play pro
duction.

She frankly stated that because of the Art

~ork,she

is held responsible for the careful storing away and wrapping
of tl:.e many properties used in tbe play.
in the

b~ildip~

'l'he sj)G;ce aVCiilEble

is not adequate to care for them &nd as a

result ahe is blamed fo,r any damage done, due to croWded con
ditions.

However,

~ith

a different situation, she wrote that

she could see valuable training in this type of work.

It is

also noted in the remarks tbat the pupils derive mueb enjoyment
not only for themselves upon vie'wing the completed project
but because of the pleasure a pIE. y gi vea to parents and fr iends.
Judging from the opinions expressed in the questionnaires, the
children Beem conscious of the importance of art because of
the beauty it lends to the productions.
The making of notebook covers or booklets for the English
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class was voted tbe second most popular problem.
expressed berself as favoring this style of

~ork

One instructor
because each

individual bas something to sboY, for 1,is efforts and it adds
li t tle bulk to bis already numerous supplies.

'1'l1e usefulness

of notebooks appears to be stressed in tbe majority of answers.
The thirty-eighth question can not be illustrated in table
form as it requested a brief description of the most successful
activity.

herefore. the outstanding contributions will be

quoted as given in the

questionn~ires.

Teacbers in this field

of work will no doubt be interested in reading the personal
expressions from those actually engaged in integrated progralUs.
The descriptions which follow were selected

bec~use

of tbeir

general interest.
A sbadow play in color from Alice in tonderland. The play
was written and dramatized in tbe Englislj classes. The Art
class made and n~nipulated the pu~pets.--Addison Junior High
School. Cleveland, Obio.
The Znglish classes wrote verses Beout safety. The Art
clasB illustrated t:r.em wil linolewll alock-prints and wade tbem
into 'oooks. --\Jes tport Junior High School. Kansas Ci ty, Miss ouri.
A contest for the best posters for t1e special Music ~eek
program. Frizes were offered. Only origin~l ideas ~ere accepted.
The English classes worked out the slogans and poems to illustra te. --Le 5 lie Juni or High School. Salem. Oregon.
The Toy Shop was held in a special room in the sc~ool.O].d
toys were re-decorated by the children to be sent to the poor
before Cr.ristmas. The children from many classes participated
and showed keen interest. The project yielded about t1ree hundred toys. There was no cos t to tte 5 Cli 001 as tr,e pa int was
supplied by the different pupils. Tbe toys were delivered to the
various institutions and homes. Letters of cheer were written
to tbe one Who received tl:em and notes of thanks to the parents
Who donated the toys.-Brandt Junior High Sch. Hoboken, New Jersey
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Our Junior Higb School publisbes a newspaper each month,
averaging twelve mimeogra~hed steets per issue. One hundred
ninety-two copies, well illustrated, are issued. TWice a
year it bas a colored cover with a block-print design.-Norfolk Junior High School. Norfolk, Nebraska.
For National Book Week, the seventh grade English and Art
classes made a llbook hou_se ll • In Art, the children painted
title pages of books they had read instead of writing a book
report. Each painting showed an incident in the book. Tbese
were used as Windows, shingles, doors, and bricks in the
chimney of a house the boys made in shop.--Irving Junior IHgh
School. Quincy, Illinois.
An illustra.ted map. Each student illustrated his favorite
story. Witb the United States a s a b~ckground, the pictures
were pir:ned on wbere the s tury setting is laid.--l".B. Gault
intermediate School. l'acowa "a~;hington.
I

In connection With the .study of mytbs, an original play
was written. Costumes and scenery were worked out by tbe Englisfl and Art teachers who used the same group of cbildren.
It was a very artistic production.--Burbank Junior High ScLool.
Berkeley, California.
~ild Flower Day Program.
~he children wrote wild flower
poems, legends etc •. These were illustrated in Art. Baskets
and vases of wild flo~ers were arranged on tbe stage the final
day of the week. A corm.ai ttee of pupils a nd teachers acted as
judge s. -- Reagen Juni or H~gh School. '.1 icb ita Falls, Texas.

A devotional scrapbook. Each child was responsible for
one passage of scripture, a poem and an illustration or abstract design to finish the page. --~ashington-Lee Junior High
School, Clarendon, Virginia.
Books Were given as prizes for tte tlJree best Book Week
posters. An assenlbly was field during which the pupils who
wisfJed came dre ssed as tl\e ir favor i te characte r. Awards were
made for the best cbaracterization .--no name.
From a reading of the foregoing descriptions, it may be
seen that in a very definite way Art has been used to enrich
the English activity.

On tbe other band, the English work

7'6

has provided a aituation in which to use Art skills.

By inte-

grat ing subject-me. tter. a des'i rable achievment taB been a tta ined.
Some of the teaclJers

Viert~

reluctant to answer this question

with much detail. and others failed to write a few words regarding their class activities.
the states are represented.

For these reasons not all of

Thirty-one did not contribute

toward this inquiry.
In question 39, an attempt was made to ascertain whether
or not the children profited by integrated p:coblems such as
wero reviewed.

In Table XXXVII Ii¥iY be seen tlle tabulated

replies received.
1\

TABLE XXXVII. Replies to \=i,uestion l:Jo. 3'J. Is there a feeling
that your pupils benefitted by tbese integrated
Art and Znglish problems?

-

-

.

I

Answe rs

"

,

Yes

I

-

-

""

, Per cent
-

No

Per cent

1

'I

No replies

"

I

57

58.7

I

20

-

Most of the teachers agreed that their pupils benefitted
through a procedure of tbis sort.
reply.

no

Twenty persons did not

reas ons were cited for the nega t i ve answe r .

The

remaining five questions appear on the last page end it is
possible that some persons did not notice them as a great
tte questionnaires had no answers for these last few.
~hat

values are experienced by students in a modernized

'1
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program of studies was tte purpose of question 40.

~he

an-

ewers are tabulated in Table lC<XVIII in rank order of
desirable values based on the returns from the questionnaire.
According to tLe replies, the practical features are
the ones most generally recognized by the instructors.

To

apply tbe principles learned in Art to things aruund the stu
dents in everyday life, is a valuable outcome.

One teacher

TABLE .x..xx.VIII. The Rank Order of Values Gained by the Pupils
in an Integrated Art and English program.
}'requenc ie s

Values Der i ve,d
Making Art practical ....•.••
Creates interest and
'
entbusiasm ••....•.........
Helates subject-matter .•.••
Co-operation in group
",vork

18
16
13

.

9

Clearer understanaing and
information .....•........•
Incentive for better Art

6

wo rk .....................•

DevelOps originality .•••...
Trains in self-reliance ....
Opportunity for initiative ..
Appreciation .............••
Lasting Impressions ......••
Teaches responsibility ..•.•
Respect for Art Department ..
Enriches both subjects •....
Self esteem
.
Intensifies observation ...•
Develops pride ....•.....•••
~ducates public to ,the need
for Art •..•...........•..
Total

. ... .
,.

.

.

5
4
3
3
3

3
2
2

2
2
1
1
1
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expressed it as follows: "They learn trj,B. t Art is not something
set apart. but is a part of everything. 1I

-

Leslie Junior High

School, Salem, Washington.
It may be se<:;n in Table XXXIII that eighte,en voted for
the "practical ll applicati.on values.

The second most frequently

checked is the one dealing wi tb interests s,nd enthus iasm.
Integrated problems motivate greater effort among those not
especially gifted.

The pupils who are talented are inspired

to attempt finer things,

trJUS

developing initiative and con-

fidance.
The third most often felt value lies in the student's
realization of tbe inter-relation of the lli8terials of sUbjects.
The child

~egina

to see that Art does not exist for Art alone

nor does English stop a t the door of that department.

The

merging of s ubj'ects also tends to unify the learning proct::sses.
Perbaps a greater value than any other mentioned thus
far comes from the joy of group activities.

The citizenship

training received in co-operative projects probably hus more
lasting influence.
in

g~oup

The children are given timely instruction

behavior where personal rights have to be shared

with others.

They therefore, develop self-reliance and self-

control.
Jbile careful thought was given to this question by
those who answered, there were thirty teachers who contributed nothing toward this inquiry.

?9

It was asked in

~uestion

41 wnetlwr or nut the amount of

time and energy devoted to integrated problems are compensated
by enough valuable training both in intellect and morals to

continue this method of work.

The majority, expressed by

Replies to ~uestion No. 41. Do you feel that
tlwse resu.lting values compensate for the time
and labor devoted to s arne?

TABLE XXXIX

- ..

Ans'Wers

Yes

I

No

Per cent

---

I

69

-

-,- 

Per cent

No replies

-~

I_

,

71.1

3

"""'=

,

--=--.........

25

3

'I'

~

I:

-

seventy-one per cent of the replies, feel that the time is
~rofitably

spent and the results warra.nt the continue,tion of

these methods.

'l':tree replied in the negative.

One teacher

Art integrates witlJ other subjects better than With
Twenty-five teachers did not answer.
Q.uestion 42 was concerned with Whether or not the pupils
display a greater

appre~iation

integrated with Englisb.

for Art when this subject is

Sixty-four per cent of the persons

Replies to ~uestion No. 42. Do your pupils show a
keener appreciation for Art when integrated with
English activities?
_

, , , ...

i

Per cent

!,Yes
63
~

"

'*i ---....,.

• -...

No

64.9
,

,"

,_

•

j

Cie'"

"Per cent

••

_ l.

.,~

r

No replies

10.3

10
•

T"

24
_

II.
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replying notice that the cbildren do show more appreciation
for and delight in Art when taught in connection 'lith another
subject.

mar~ced

One answer was

expressed a divided opinion.

II

doubtful" •

Another instructor

However the larger portion of

the teachers have discovered that the pupils take more pride
and j'oy in t:heir achievment because. they can see how well

r

their artistic efforts have enhanced t he appearance of the
English proj,ec t.
It was hoped through the last one of t.he questions it
might be determined whether or not the classes remember tbe
prinoiplesof Art for a longer period of

t~me

when taught

during the preparation of an integrated actiVity.

The

replies to the final inquiry are shown in 1'able XLI.

TABLE XLI. Repliea to

~ueBtion No. 43. Are the principles of
Art remembered better by students when taught in
connection with a purposeful actiVity?

Answers

..

-

71

-

~

Per cent

• Yea
r

.

r

'-

' No

..

Per cent

..

..

Ir

-

,.

No replies

0'

73.1

I

5

21

5.1
-- -

It is indicated in Table XLI tha.t seventy-three per cent of
the teachers feel that their PUlJils do retain ideas longer,
while five p r cent answered in the negative.

One person

suggested that because many children are visual-minded they
are there :tore greatly helped by a eeing t he actual application
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of the principles developed in class discusl:3ions.
they

~orked u~on

The project

is recalled when attention is fecused on the

theoretical featares of Art and this association of ideas aids
in fixing the points in mind.
At the end of the q ueationnaire, space was provided for
any rewc. rks the Art teachers might wisb to make.

I~ny

impor-

tant opinions and feelings toward integration were expressed
in these few sentences.

Some were selected, quoted and under

scored in important places for the convenience of the reader.
The significant remarks are as follows:
It seems to be the lack of time for conferences With
other instructors Which is the reason for our not carrying out
many problems together as we might. --Gault Intermediate School.
Tacoma, '4Jashington.
,Ie have no course of stu_d...;L, no ~Art _~irector-,- and no Art
meettngs. I teach wha t I think is importan t, and the oJ11.z
other Ar...Lteach~ in the county ,does the same.-- no name.
I generally have my l~rt pupils write the play. The Lns.
ish departm~nt wo~ld probably do it b~~I never have asked
to have it done. -- no name.
This Bchool system has only one Art teacher wbose work
inclu~es, :-csup~rv~sion of.th~~~~ntary.~rades,and the

teachlng oI~_Art 1n ootl:lJunlor anaSenlorHlgh Schools.
Norfolk Junior High Scbool, Norfolk, Nebraska.

I have never worked out a problem With any other group
except the n-inth grade wbich is elective and recites four
times a week. -- No name.
The requests we usually get from the English teachers
come, perhaps. a week before they Wish the cOJ!l;Qleted unit to
be displayed in tbeir rooms, and time and pUf.nbers of pupils
presentan in6urmoun~able obstacle--ne7e. 'l'ne cl~lldren do a,ain
from such a plan, however.--Kirby-Smith Junior High School.
Jacksonville t ..!i'lor ida.
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Our Junior High enrollment is about seven hundred. At
present, I am the only l;rt teacher in tbe bUild-ing~L te have
no Art~~~~is-or at- present:::~~eker Junior High School.
Greeley, Colorado.
Our pupils apply the principles learned in Art to Art
completed in the Art depar_tment and we are
other subjects as bnglish, etc .. Logan
Junior High School. Logan, Utah.

Froie~ts that are
not mi~ed up Vritb

ur Art course allo~ tbe child to choose his -problem,
his idea ,and his medium to work in. Eis my be a real or imaginary experiences. Liost of the students find their Art a
~1 vi tal and enj oyable eXl?er~eU£e.--Benton Junior High
School. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Art is in a .verl, early ~~ge of development here.
Junior High School of Horth Platte, Neoraskll.
A recent check-u.p showed that the four :P-::nglish teachers
bad w idel..Y. d~fferent requirements. An attempt by one Art
teacher to Jaeet these requireJaents would mean a con-stant disrup~ing of the department With little or no advantage.-no name.
It seems to me tha t today v. e plun..8e the children in to
doing many things that they are_._n_o~ .l?E.er>ared to do and expect
to get marvelous results from tbem.-- Lowell School, Indianapolis, Ind iana.
A project inspires a pupil to greater effort ttan any
mere lesson. He will work hours to perfect a part of an Art
problem while thirty mi~utes would weary him if tbe Bame thing
had only individual value.--#3,44,8Q. Indianapolis, Indiana.
Some teachers have given a reasonablei excuse for haVing
not attempted more integrated activities.

Some of these

noted in the fore-go ing s ta tements are; inadequate number of
Art instructors, lack of time in which to discuss the term
plans in both subjects, and lack of provisions for such proelems in the English courses.

A few other

~er80ns

sympathetic attitude toward this type of work, -

express a

SOllie

of Which
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amounts to enthusiasUl, but for unknown reasons, they have not
as yet put it

into practice.

A lack of co-operation on the

part of certain teachers seems to hinder SOcie Art instructors.
S~~~-

There is a variety of activities carried out in the

Art and Englisb classes which show an inestimatable nwaber of
valuable educational features which tend to strengthen the
theory that integrated projects are very worthwhile.
Summary of Chapter
From a study of the results of the
tain trends are clearly evident.

~uestionnaire,

cer-

They are as follows:

1. Almost half of those reporting do not have definite
courses in Art.
2. The manuals which are in use at present allow the
teacher freedom in the selection of activities.
3. The Art directors do not encourage integrating Art
and English in the outlines or assist with suggestions in
mee'tings. These facts are shown in about one half of the
replies.
4. The courses in one half of the cases do not mention
the newer methods of presentation of this subject.
5. The majority of the teachers are in favor of integrating Art and English.
6. There is a wide range of time sclJedules in this subject which allows certain persons advantage in the number of
periods weekly.
7. There is a heavy enrollment in one half of the case~
responding. ~he most frequent size of the Art class is forty
atudents.
8. Forty per cent of the Art i'ooIlla are used by other classes
which necessitates the putting away of all supplies after each
less on.
9. The more practical problems are the most often selected.
10. Activities in wI..Iich all or at least the majority of
the class can work are invariably planned for.
11. The integrated proble~s result in desirable attitudes
and citizenship training, and they cause more lasting impressions.

CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF THE EnGLISH (~UESTIONnAlRE

Scope

A similar line of questioning was pursued in connection with the questionnaire in English so thRt opinions about
the same topics mieht be expressed.

It was the intention

to secure the trends of feeling towprd integration from the
point of view of the English instructor.

As was mentioned

in Chapter IV, ninety-six questionnaires out of the one
hundred sixteen replies are used as sources of information
for this chapter.

The principals of those buildings in

which tbere was no .Art department, rE'turned tbe le t ter with
R note of ex:vlanation.

This caused tLe cancellation of eigh-

teen possible English returno.

A few persons,

ho~evcr,fillcd

out the EngliAh questionnaire in the light of their own
experiences.
Nature of the Outlines
The first

q~stion

concerned the outlines that are used.

In Table XLII, it is shown thut ninety-three per cent of those
who answered use a definite syllabus.

(84)

Four teachers are not
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TABLE XLII. Replies to ~uestion No.1.
ite English O~tline?

Answers

-

, I

I'

Do you follow a defin-

Yes

-

Per cent

No

Per cent

93.7

-

:No replies

-

90

_.. -

I

-

4

4.1

2

-

"

required to follow any prescribed course.

~wo

persons failed

to check the question.
The second inquiry wished to find out whether or not the
outline mentioned opportunities in
be used.
TABLE

~hich

Art principles could

It will be noted in Table XLIII tlJat thirty-seven

~CLIII.

Replies to ~uestion No.2. Does tile outline suggest
units in Which Art can be used effectively?
~

Answers

Yes
55

Per cent
57.2

No

Per cent

36

37.5

,-

No replies
5

per cent of the answers indicate that no provisions are made
to assist t he classroom instructor in graphic ilLlstrations.
One person reported that the activities are left entirely to
herself.

Five did not respond to this question.

In comparing

these responses With those in Table V of the Art questionnaire,
it will be noted that in general t the English courses are
more modern in content than thuse for Art.
The units of work suggested in the wanuals in which Art
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could become effectual, are
XLIV wbich follows.

li3t~d

in rank order in

~able

According to tbe tabulations, the making

TABLE XLIV. Tbe Types of Activities Listed In Englisb Man
uela in v.bicb ilrt way be Effectively Used.
Examples of Units

Frequenc i es

Booklets or Portfolios ••..

25

Posters

24

.

Illustrated Stories .•..•••
Stage Sets for Plays •••••••
Newspapers •..•.......••.••
Illustrated poems •..••••.•
Picture Study •.••••....•.•
Cost1...UD.ing

24
II

II

10
?
6
5

.

4

Drawing or Painting Book
Cbaracters •..••
Map Drawing ••••••• '• •...•••

4
4

Cartooning

f

•

•

Soap Carving •....•••••••••
Printing Poetry, etc ••...••
No replies ••....•...••

22

Total

13

11

3
1
1

of notebooks with attractive covers, neatly lettered, is tbe
most useful of the Art units to the English classes a s it is
mentioned in the outlines tbe greatest nwnber of times. Pos
ters to advertise speci'3.1 Lnglish celebra,tioDs as Book li1eek,
Better Speech 'Heek, a nd others. ranks second place with illus
trations for stories read in class or for book reviews.
R. comparison of the foregoing c:bart wi th Table XXXVI

in Chapter IV, reveals some

discr~pancies

which are interest
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ing.

The Art teachers voted the roost nwaber of times for

plays, second place - oooklets, and third place - illustrated
stories.

The English courses suggest making notebooks tbe

most often, witb posters and illustrated stories eacb receiving twenty-four votes, for second place.

The staging of plays

is mentioned ten times in the £nglish manuals as fourth choice
yet it ranks first as the most successfully demonstrated Art
activity.

These figures and cOIi1parisons tend to sbow that the

most dependable Art problems are not the most prevalent in the
English outlines.

The teachers' actual experiences sbould be

the guiding factor in determining what materials to include
when revisions are made.
Teacher Attitudes
In question 4, the reactions relative to integration are
ascertained through the replies.

lhe significant. responses

herewith quoted.
"Integration brings out the latent abilities and gives
opportuni ties for more talented pupils. II --Binghamton, :New York.
"It is both a valuable and desirable relationslJip."-Grand ~apids, Michigan.
"I like the idea of using visual and n~nual avenues for
aes the tic a nd psychological reasons. "--0 inc inna ti, Ohio.
"There should be integra te d ac ti v i tie s whenever poss i ble • II
Tucson, Arizona.
lilt is a fine thing. The students have something they can
lee, feel, and make. They have an opportunity to use their
crea ti ve and imagina ti ve powers. II - - Greensboro, North Carolina
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"Very closely allied. Art is a practical applicEtion
of tl1e beautiful in English." -- Baltimore. l!.ia.ryland.
"The integration of ~nglish end Art tends to give a
firm cultural foundation." -- Medford, Massactusetts.
"I t is a fine thing, for Art is a motor ex!)ress ion of
What is in the mind. It helps the child to be definite."-Sioux City, Iowa.
"Am in favor of it. It is one more avenue of approach
and a splendid way of festering originality in expression of
ideas and a means to joy and success for many who are not
literally -minrled."--Chisholm, Minnesota.
"\.bat be produces, the child remembers better." -- AuetirJ,
Texas.
"Ideal set.. up, - pra.ctical, ·y',orthwhile and nece'ssary." .. Albert Lea, Minnesota.
"Excellent means of cUltivating self-expression w})ile
allowing for individual differences. 1I - - Albuquerque. New
Mexica.
":By its (Art) use, I have often gained tbe interest of
pupils who had been completely indifferent." -- Topeka,Kansas.
Tte above remarks are self-explanatory.

They illustrate

the trends of a tti tudes to\'.ard this met1Jod of enricbing the
Englisb materials.
One teache r

11,:00

did no t sign he r name

I

sa id tha t abe had

never beard of integrating Bnglisr and Art before.

An in-

etructor in \;icbita, Kansas, reported that the English outline is full enougb wi tl10ut any Art.

Tbese replies show a

lack of knowledge and interest in current educational procedures.
~uestion

5 closely follows tpe line of thought

expr~ssed
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in tbe above reactions.
table V\;h ic11 follow8.

answers are presented in the

~be

here it is seen that with the ex.ception

of a few votes, a.ie maj or i ty of teachers find it advantage ous
to have English and Art problems integrated.
TABLE XLV. Replies to lI'~uestion No.5. Do you find it advanta ..
geous to have }.nglisb activi ties integrated i> i tlJ I.rt?

....

-

-

I

Answers

Yes

Per cent

-

I

I

80

I
I

No

-~~

-

Per cent

No replies

II

3

83.3

I

r

31.2

11

-

I, -._-------

_ _ _~ _____ ooc_._ _ _- _ _ . " .___

I

Eighty instructors feel that the children profit by lessons
planned the modern"W ay vihile three voted in the nega ti ve.
No explanation Viae given for th.eir answers.
reply.

Lleven did not

Two persons wrote that they are undecided as to what

advantages this type of work has over older methods.
Class Versus Club Activities
In the sixth question. the time eleIi.lE.int was again in..
qui red about..

About an equal nwnber of teachers expressed

BLE n..VI. Replies to Q,uestion No.6. Is a 6ufi'icient
amount of school time allotted to complete the
English projects?

..

...........-..-""

_.

,

I

Yes

Answers

I
I

.

.- ..-Per cent
-~

_!!!!In

--

"'"!!I!!~---

I

No

Per cent

No replies

E

I

46

47.9

43

I

44.7
.

I

7
--=-
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divided opinions, as is

pr~sented

iorty-seven per cent of

thos~

problems in scbool hours.
use after school time.

by

~le

figures in Table

1L~I.

replying are able to finish the

:Porty-three persons are obliged to

Seven teachers did not express an

opinion.
There are more English activities developed in extracurricular time than were found in Table XVI of CLapter IV
wh leh wo.s prepare d from tLe replie s to the same inquiry. in
Art.

It is shown in Table XLVII tnat thirty-six instructors

TABLE XLVII. Replics to ~uestion No.7. Are the activities a
part of t:be regular lessons or are they extracurricular?

-

-

Regular

Answers

-

... ""'-.-

-

Extra-curricular

-

!ltt-

No replies

---- f---.
51

36

._---

9

-

devote their club time to integrated problems and fifty-one
persons use regular claas periods for t he same.

Of tbe above

number a} e igb teen teachers wrote tha t tbe.y rna ke use of both
classes.

Anotber explained that the Bctivity is started in

the regular session and completed in after Bcbool hour8.
The kind of club sponsored by the Englist instructors
which be;:us directly on the English Vlorkv, as req,uested in
Question 8.

The replie s to this are tabule.ted in rank order

in Table XLVIII Which

follo~6.

Rere it is seen that dramatics
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is first choice among the elective or extra-curricular subjects.

,vri ting holds second place.

l~ews:paper

J!'rcq,ucncies

Kind of club
Dramatic

23

.

Newspaper or sChool
magazine
00

I'

Story-tellers
Library ..
Poetry
Engli srJ
Camera

I

.0

16

••••••

Book
••

00

5

•

4

•••

3
3

••••••••••••

.
.

'

•....

. ....••.

I'

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

•

Motion picture •....•••
:Mar i one t te ..
0

0

••••••••

Radio

.

Better Speech •
Assembly. ••
..,.
l!iXpreSSlon
...........•
0

0

None

•

0

0

••

••••••••

...............

"

00'

27

In t he table above, it may be seen that twenty-tbree instruc-

tors sponsor Dramatic clubs, sixteen direct the Newspaper, a.nd
five have

~uok

clubs which are the

t1r~e

clubs most voted for.

The 'Variety of English activiti.es is important to note in
this table.
mig~t

They suggest a vast nuwber of ways tl'w tArt

be used to advantage.

he tVienty-seven scbools which

indicated that tbey sponsor no clubs of any type are seriously
neglecting one of the major policies of the modern Junior
High School.

As

h~s

been stated before, this period in tbe

child's life is a most important one in which to encourage
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group activities wbere the pupil may explore tne interests
and abilities that will guide him in making wise choice of
subjects in the Senior High Scbool.
Questions 9 and 10 are concerned with tbe size of tbe
classes.

The responses to this inquiry are given in the

table whicb follows.

It

be seen here that about tbree

r~y

TABIE XLIX. Replies to ~~uestion }To. 9. Are your classes too
large to plan for many integra.ted activities?
~

--

-"_.

...-

~

Yes

Answers'
I

-

Per cent

._.

-

~.--

Per cent

No

.. -

-,~

lO"

No replies

I

-----

-

65

...

23

67.7

23.9
I

J

tinea as many teachers have

--~~..:--

8
•

• n

incr~ased enrollm~nts

as those

'Who stated that tbe size of the cla.ss 1!1ade no difference in
the nUlllber of projects attem.pted during tlJe year.

Sixty-

fi ve persons voted in the affirma ti ve and twenty-tbree

expressed a negative opinion.

Eigbt teachers did not

ans~er

thi s ques ti on.
T.he following table was prepared from tile figures given
in the returned questionnaires in reply to question 10. It
will be noted tLat the classes are similar to tbose in the
Art department Where the enrollment is generally thizty-five
or forty.

SOIDe of tlJose responding

\II

rote tba t tbey are able

to divide tbe classes into smaller groups When special prOblems
are being worked out.
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TABU; L. The Class Enrollments in English Based on tbe Replies
to the ~uestionnaire.
Frequencies

Size of ClaSB

45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
To ta 1

5
14
51
18
5
2

··......... .. ... ...
·.
... . ... .. ... ..
··.....
.
. ... ... . .. .. .
•

•••• i

,

~

~

..

4141.41

••••

~

41

..
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.

Range •....••.•...••.• 20-49
No replies •... .•.••.•
1

The classes range from

t~enty

to forty-nine students which

is a heavier enrollll:ent tlJ&.n tbose given in Table XX dealing

with tbe size of tbe Art classes.

The teBcbers report that

between thirty-five and tb irty-nine are tl,e numbers most
often taught in English

~riod~.

One person did not reply.

Time E lemen t
There is less variance in tbe num.ber of weekly English
TABLE LI. Replies to

~ue,stiun

week does each class

No. 11. How .. IDf.:ny periods per
m~et?

Frequencies

Number of Periods Weekly
6
5
4

3

.

. .. ... ... ......... . ... ..
. .... . . .... .. . ... .. . . ....

~~

¥

.

Range .............................. • 3- - 5
Total

.................................

3
86
5
2
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sessi(ins UJan was notE::d in tr.e Art programs.

The state re-

qUirements are more uniform in this subject than for Art a6
is seen in Table LI.

Very few scbools, bave more or less

tban five English classes per week.

These pupils have a

decided advantage over tbose in Art because of the added
time allotment.

Yet the scores in

~uestion l~

inuicate that

the lack of time is a hindrance to tlJe number of English acti ..
vi ties planned for the term.
tabulations for this inquiry.

In Table LII may be seen tIle
Here it is noted tljst eighty-

TABLE LII. Replies to ~uestion No. 12. Does the time
limit tbe number of integrated problem~

-

--

Answers

Yes

78

Per cent

.-

81.2

--Per cent

l~o

elen~nt

,

No replies

.14

14.5

4

..

one per cent of the teachers voted that tbe lack of time is
a serious problem to consider ",hen planning the term units.
Fourteen instructors are able to complete a reasonable amount
of integreta ted rna tel" lal ,wi thout be ing pre s.se d for time.
Problems Selected and Resultlng Values
In the next question, a brief account of tbe most successfully carried out problem from tbe English Viewpoint was
re~uested.

Triose Who are interested in gaining ideas from

different localities, will probably find some inspirational
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material from the quoted paragraphs which :follow.

'1'hese v;er€

selected from the returned 4uestionnaires on the basis of
variety and originality.
In tbe study of IIJulius Caesar" by Shalcespeare, various
scenes were illustrated by members of the classes,and were
arra.nged as a mural. Pupils made first a study of Homan custcms, dress and architecture, tben portrayed these ideas in
terms of tbe cbaractera and scenes in the play. The work . . i ES
done in English, La tin ~ and Art classes. Similar plays
for "Ivanboe ll by Scott have proved successful. -- No name.
The 8E English class made an illustrated book on 1I1'..:van_
geline r, . Topics in tte poem were represented on different
pagesi The students studied t1e outlining of the poem and
selected material to fit the topics. Some of the students
made borders for tIle pages of the book; some cut and pas ted,
and toe boys printed the covers. --Allan Junior Righ Scbool,
Austin, Texas.
In tlle study of "Ivanhoe", pupils did clay modelling,
soap carving~ pen and ink sketching, water coloring, etc. to
delineate the c1ar&cters, c astles, weapons~ scenes etc. For
book reviews~ they rrKide posters to illustrate tbe story.-wes~port Junior High Scbool. Kansas City, ~issouri.
A project on our study of \lTl~e Lady of the Lake II • ,&'.e
studied higlJlc..nd plaids and costumes, made illustrations
for the poem, dressed dolls, constructed stage sets of the
various scenes, as ow ell a s designed booklets .--V.ilson Junior
High School. Tampa, Flori.da.
A set of slides portraying tbe story of liThe Ancient
MarinGr was extremely successful. TLe pupils originated
their cwn pictures froID tlJe text and traced the pictures on
frosted glass. They ,"Jere tl,en colored. A plate was made sui table for tbe beginning and one for the end. Certain verses
were typed end placed between glass to add to tlJe continuity
of the pictures as a whole. --l,incoln Junior High Scbool.
Medford, Massacbusetts.
ll

Problem: The building of the Partbenon out of wood.
Course: M~tbology.
Origin of problem: Individual motivation to reach two
problem boys and interest tbem in subject-matter.
Proceaure: Materials were pUirc}iased through tbe English
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department funds. Plans were made possible tbrougb the cooperation of tbe shop instructor who directed the building of
the projec t.
Time required for construction: 13 weeks.
Results: The boys became vitally interested in the course
and did creditable work. Their attitude improved greatly.
The bUilding served as a project in Englisb 1'0 r a period of
tbree years before tbe decoration, whicll Via s d one by otber
classes in Englisb, was completed. A great deal of research
was done by many pupils to find details regarding tbe decoration.
The building now stands upon a table ~here it is an
artistic addition to the classroom. It is decorated both
inside and out.-- No name.

"r

-;. student who seemed to lack t:r:e ability to do the ri t ..
ten work and enter into tbe etiscussions required in our study
of liThe Lady of the Lake II , aslced if r.e might give p~rts of
the poem as a play ~,"i tb marionettes. Permiss ion "'~s gladly
given. He set to work and constructed his stage, painted hiB
scenery, arranged lighting effects, carved and dressed his
little characters in excellent taste and gave bis scenes in a
way that showed that he bad a fine understanding of tbe entire
poem. Out of tbis small beginning grew our marionette club.
We now have a large stage; we use 22" characters, and we give
an assembly program each semester for our 1,100 you~ers. -East Junior High Scbool. Sioux City, Iowa.
In tbe ninth grade during the 3tudy of the Poetry Unit,
each child was given the opportunity to prepare an illustrated
booklet of favorite poems, or to Vl'rite and illustrate original
verse.
From the Englisb standpoint, it was possible tor each
child to do wbat he could - if literary, to show bis aoility
in original poetry; if an extensi.ve reader. to ctoose unusual
poems. From tbe Art anglb, tbere was the appeal to tlle Visual
Bense of neatness, conci.seness, origi.nality, beauty and tbe
co- ord ina t ion of tlJougbt and hand in tbe selec t ing and producing of fitting decorations.--Junior High School, Chisbolm,
Minne s a ta •
From literature: The Indian. A large poster of an IndiEn ro~ing in a birchbark canoe, witb appropriate lines beneath, pen sketches of an Indian Village, an Indian dance, A
map o.f NeY; York state in wr,icb wer.e blOCked in early tribes t
e.nother show ing Indian reservations were completed. The
above illustrations and booklets togeth~r With a real wan~um
bel t a Cberokee \;'ar headdr-ess, a te!'pee constructed by two
beys, and a battle axe Were displayed in one of our trophy
cases. --~est Junior High School.Binghamton, New York.
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The making of an illustrated book cover, original in design, to act as a selling agent for outside reports, has proved
quite succ'essful.--Junior Higb School. Stamford, Connecticutt.
Living pictures arranged and posed by li.rt cle...sses. ~ere
explained by the Englisb students. Li terature was correlated
by reading of poems illustrative of tbe subject.--Auburn
Junior High School, Auburn, Indiana
.
Publishing a year-book has been tbe most succe~,sful project. ~he cartoGns, illustrations and cover were a part of
the Art work while the original poems,stories and articles
were written during the English periods.--Brookings Junior
High School, Brookings, South Dakota.
Since we do not correlate Art and Englisrj as far as
departments arB concerneu, I am answering this from the project tbat I, myself, used wi th P.rt successfully in the novel
IIIvanhoe.1\
1. Pennons, banners, insignias helped to classify the
contestants.
2. Large shii;;lds identified the cOllJ.batants.
~. Posters adv€rtised the chivalry stories and encouraged
reading.
4. Construction of castles and interior roows lent intt;;res t and appr€'c ia tien for life of tha t day.
5. Maps fixed, the locations.
6. Flags fi;).:ed tl~e essential Crusade background.
7. Foreign coin displays showed the material gains and
values, e tc. --Albert Lea Junior high Scbool ~ Albert Lea,
Kinne so ta •
The class edited a newspaper that might have appeared
at the time the story "Ivanhoe" depicted. Illustrations were
used tbroughout and lettering was done by band onparc:bment.
--#57, Indianapolis, Indiana.
We organized a part of tl.le term's work around tte magazine idea. Tbe contract called for two narrative compositions,
two exposi tory type, two travel letters, a handi,craft department, a joke column, an original poem and two editorials.
The Art teac1er had tbe class wake tbe wagazine covers,
and appropriate illustraticns. Because of the splendid cooperation by her, the entbusiasm of the class and tbe results
were gratifying.--H41, Indianapolis, Indiana.
A playlet written for tLe mothers in appreciation of a
collection of new books for the library. ~he stage ~as

.•
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arranged wit,h a huge book, the covers of "ihicb were lrtade of
cardboa rd. .l1'roJ:Tl ber,irld tbis carne the characters to em:.ct tbe
story. -- No name. Indianapolis, Indiana.
A frieze of five scenes of liThe Rb,inegold". All c}Jildren
made wllat they ChOSE;; - castles, dwarfs, nymphs, caves, rivers etc .• The scenes were decid.ed uIlon,cQlnr:1ittees appointed,
designs chosen, work enlarged for final pictures. Each child
used wliat he had made as iJ.1Li.stre.tion for bis wri tten radio
broadcast, telling the story of tbe opera, describing the
work of tte children and pointing out the motifs of the music.
--#36, Indianapolis, Indiana
Our play, "The Knithts of the Silver Shield l ' correls.t€'d
with tbe li,terature unit on Early Briti.sb Life. The Art classes designed scenery nnd costill!l€:s whi.le the Music class,es
studied songs typical of tlJe period. Many pupils Who Viere
not gifted in English enjoyed the stage construction and details of properties and costumes necessary. One section of
children Vias' responsible for designs of shields and banners
while another fashioned swords in the shop and designed and
painted ttem in Art. ~he English classes wrote invit&tions
8S a problem in composit~un.--ff38, Indianapolis, Indiana.
The English teachers were asked in the next question
Whether or not they felt their pupils had benefitted by such
activities.

The answers are sco,red in Table LIII which follows.

TABLE LIII. Replies to 1uestion No. 14. Do you feel that your
pupils benefitted by tbese integrated Art and
English projects?

Answers

Yes

I

P~r

cent

no

Per ct;;nt

No replies

76
-

.--.-:.

79.1

3

-

3.1

-

17

-

In the above table it is noted that thr(;:e instructors maintain that the children profit little from such undertakings.
They assigned no reasons for their attitude.

Seventy-nine per
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cent of those responding regard these problems as of educational werth.

In the same inquiry made in the Art question-

naire it was found thbt only one person saw no value in
integrating these two subjects.

SeventeeJl teacbers did not

reply to this question.
~he

chief values gainDd from methods sucb as have been

described, are

ran~ed

in

orct~r

in Table LIV.

From a study of

TABlE LIV. Tbe Principal Values Derived from Projects Integrated wi th Art.
l·'re4,uencies

Values
Motivation and Interest •.•
Impressions Crystalized .••
Appreication of Beauty of
'iord Pictures ...•..••
more Thoughtful Reading ...
Co-ordination of uepartmen t s ..

t

••••••••••••

Pride and Joy in Accomplishments .......•..
Differentiation of ~ork ...
Social Values •......•...•
Initiative •..............
Retention of Uaterial

G4
14
12
11
9

9
8
3
2
'2

Total values .........• 10

this ta-ble some important educa tional features are ernphasized.
frOlfi

Tbe most wortby/bile outcOl!le of integrated activities

the English point of view seeluS to be the arousing of

enthusiasm through a motivated interest for Art expression.
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Several teacters claim that they have had pupils in their
classes who were not gifted in the field of literature but
"Who did find pleasure in being penni tted to express their impres3ions through the mediums of Art.

Another instructor

finds that her students are reading a gruater variety of
books inspired by tIle thought of graphic ally reproduc ing especially enjoyed passages.
The second value ae noted in the replies, indicates
tnat by means of their knOWledge of Art, the children are
able to represent their ideas and impressions through illustrations, thus making the elements of the story more real.
The development of an appreciation for literature by a
conscious consideration of the beauty of word pictures is
the third highest scortd value noted in tbe replies.

Some

of the otber contributions listed are noteworthy though they
do not rank among the first values.
It is interesting to cOJapare the data in Table LVI jw t
described, with that in the Art questionnaire responses
shown in Table .x.£XVIII page ??

here it was found tha t t.he

three chief outcomes are: practical application, interest,
and relationship between subject-matter.
are given thoughtful
An opinion was

consider~tion
reque~ted

these resulting values are

'1'he last two named

also in the English

repl~

s.

concerning Whether or not

s~fiiciently

important to com-

pensate for the great amount of work connected with integrated

]J..Ol

problems.

The answers to

question are tabulated in

t~is

Table LV which follows.
TABLE LV. Replies to .i,uestion No. 16. Do you feel tha t tr,ese
resul ting values ,compensate for the time and labor
devoted to the same?

-

......

.~

•

Per cent

Yea

Answers
.ij

I

I

No

79 .. 1

I

No replies

t , · ··--.....---1...--~~---.,--

.I

76

Per cent
3.1

:3

17

Seventy-six teacbers out of a possible ninety-six report that·
tbey feel their efforts are jus"tified.
replied in the negative.

Three instructors

This was the same number of Art

teachors who voted "no", a s was sbo'llfn in Table }LUIX Which
was prepared from their answers.
The last inquiry Wished to ascertain

Whether or not

the pupils showed more enthusiasm for English When allowed
the privilege of depicting their impressions by artistic
creations.

In Table LVI it may be seen that tbe majority

TABLE LVI. Replies to Question No. 17. Is more enthusiasm
Bhown for English activities When integrated with Art?

Answers

Yes

"

~-----

.

Per cent

..
~

lifo

-

.

Per cent

l~o

replies

.

75

78.1

5

5.2

16
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of instructors agree that this reuction has aeen displayed
by their at 11dents.

Seventy-eight per cen t answered in the

affirmative while five replied

tl

no ". Sixteen did not respond

to this question.
The space alloted for any further comments the teachers
wished to make, did not yield

85

much

as it did in the Art questionnaireli.

i~tEresting

infonrlfltion

The trend, bowBver,

BeeIDS to be towards a conscientioud attempt to integrate
Art and English,- in some

i~stances

It is gratifying to note that

50

under adverse conditions.

r~ny

instructors are will-

ing to co-operate in experimenting along this line, if tl1ere
were an Art department

i~

the building.

There were eleven

teachers who were uncble to contribute towArd this 9tudy because of this "handicB.p. UevArtheless,f>everal pcrecns filled
out as much of the questionnB.ire

8.S

was IJossible which ahowed an

interested spirit.Thirteen instructors mentioned againtbe
fact that their syllabus in English was not planned alang lines
of integration and therefore, sny efforts along this line are
accomplished tbrnugh the initiative of the teachers.

A reply

from the Albert Lea, Minnesota Junior Higb School stated in
part, "Vlith the recognized values of visual education, I
surely approve of English and Art integration.

I beleive

Ulere is a fe 1 t need for such a set-up in any Engl i 5h c las!;; • It
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of instructors agree that tLis reaction has been displayed
by their stud8nts.

Seventy-eight per cent answered in the

affirmative while five replied uno". Sixteen did not respond
to this question.
cOl~ents

The space alloted for any further

the teachers

wished to make, did not yield as much interesting information
as it did in the Artq uestionne.ires.
bOl'lever

t

rEne trend, gat};ercd.

seems to be a c onsc iefltious a ttelllpt to integra te

Art and English, - some instances under adverse conditions.
It is gratifying to note that so many instructors are willing to co- opera te in expe riraent ing a long thi.s line, if tbere
were an Art department in the building.

There Were eleven

teachers who were unable to contriuute towaru this study be.
cause of this handicap.

Nevertheless, severall

~ersons

filled out as much as was possible which showed an interested
spirit.

Thirteen instructors mentioned again the fact that

their syllabus in English was not planned along lines of integration and therefore, any efforts along this line .. 8re
accomplished through the initiative of the teachers.

A reply

from the Albert Lea, Minnesota Junior High School stated in
part,

"~ith

the recognized values of visual education, I

surely approve of English and Art integration.

I beleive

there is a felt need for such a set-up in any English class. II
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Surmnary
The trend of the comments aa reported in the questionnaires is decidedly in favor of integration.

The instructurs

are almost unanimous in their opinion that it works advantageously to foster Art principles and skills in their
activities.

However, many of the outlines do not contain

suff ic ient suggest ions to aos is t

the teachers in the ir

~ior~.

Other courses are built around other subjects and therefore
limits freedom of expreSSion.

The variety of clubs spon-

sored by the English teachers have nl..l.uerous opportunities
in vlhich to utilize Art.

However, the heavy enrollments

and lack of time are serious draWbacks to

clas~

procedures.

TlJose Who have had successful results, feel tbat many desirable
outcomes are evident which are a distinct asset to English
education.

i ~.,

CBAPTER VI

INTEGRATED

P~~O.TECTS

IN THE FIEID

OF ART AND ENGLISH

Value of Extra-curricular Activities

Extra-curricular activi ties have become such a vi tal
part of the youth's education that definite time within
the school program is rapidly gaining favor.

They are of

special value because they provide a variety of experiences
which in wany cases develop into vocations or avocations in
later life.

They give an excellent opportunity for gifted

children interested in various fields to cultivate their
particular talents and skills, and develop habits of cooperati~e

citizensbip in respect to fellow workers.

To secure the most enjoyment and reap the greatest
benefits, the adolescent must actively participate and learn
by actual doing.

The activity chosen should "be interesting,

grow out of background and experiences, lead to further problems, be rich in content and full of meaning, be purposeful
encourage creative expression, and personal experirnentation,
and must train for cooperation in group endeavors and
(104)

10,5
educative social relationships.1I 1
Sources of Material
Successful problelos which have been wor.ked out in regular or extra-curricular programs in Junior High Schools in
various sections of our country. have been reported in the
School Arts uagazine and in the English Review. both monthly
magazines containing htlpful suggestions and devices.in their
respective fields.

These articles bear evidence of the

worthiness of an integrated Art and English program.

They

are valuable as guides to teachers and others in planning
future activities of benefit to the adolescent.
Dramatics
Of special interest is the growing enttasiasm for dramatics as a part of the English program.

Its popularity is

par'tly due to the var ie ty of ways and the extent to Which
this type of presentation lilay be elaborated upon.
worthWhile performance

nece~sitates

Again, a

a large corps of workers.

either in the capacity of actors. as scenic artists, property
managers, or merely as stage hands.

It is a sort of under-

taking which not only develops special aptitudes, but also
affords an opportunity to utilize the manual skills of the

__

-----------------~-_~_---------------------~~~~_---

~ucy Clouser et ale ~dus.a.tLve_ ;E..?C.JLeriences T)lrough
Activity Units, Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1932. pp.4-5
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less gifted children.
As proof for the increased interest shown by educators'
towards drama tics, 3. survey2 of English practices under the
direction of Leonard V. Koos of the University of Chicago
is noteworthy.

One hundTed Fifty-six courses of study,in-

eluding sixty two from the Junior High division, 3.11 of
which with the exception of two, werepublisfied Gince 1925.
This makes the investigation up to date.

'l'hese manuals were

chosen from one hundred twenty-seven cities in thirty-three
states.

The

co~nittee

found tbat out of one hundred twenty

lesson plans, 41.7% definitely cited suggestions for a program of dramatics.

In other words, aOout half af the outlines

recognized the fact that drauatics was of

el:l~ecial

interest

to the adolescent.
Value of Dramotizations
Its worth as an educational project cannot be Qverrated.
Few activities,

if any, can boast of as great a socializing

influence as tbe planning and presentation of a play.

The

adolescent eEpecially enjoys tbis experience beCf·luse of his
interest in group life and teamwork.

It teaches him lessons

-_._-----~~------'---~---------:;..

2

Dora V. Smith, Instruction in English, pp. 1-89.U.S.
Office of Educational Bulletins, Monograph No. 20. ~asbington,
D.C.: Department of the Interior, lY32.
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Descriptions of Selected Playa
The best metbod of determining the success froIl". such an
integration, is to review articles written by authorities on
the subject as well as by successful teacbers who have actually experimented in the Junior Higb Scnools.

A description

of these various projects and the opinions of the authors as
to the relative outcomes, will form the substance of the present chapter.
An excellent suggestion for costmaing a play was presented
in a :recent article 3 by a well known stage designer, writer
and lecturer of Cleveland, Ohio.

She feels tliat if artistic

principles are observed, the hwablest scllool production
rendered in cheap materials ranks with more lavisb performances.

ith this in mind, the costumer must not look upon

the s tag,e as a scene from real life, but as a picture be ing
painted wi th inexpensive cottons, paint and dyes.

His- story

must be told to thA eye, while tbe autbor tells his to the
ear.

'The mood of the characters who are acting is inter-

preted through the mediwn of colors.

Therefore it is the

business of the costumer to use intelligence and imagination,
and consider costwning a superior kind of craft with a tech-

nique of its own.

3 Agnes Brooks Young, "CostUlliin~ A Play", Journal_of Home
Vol. 25, pp. 27~-285, l April, 1933 } - - - - - - -

?~conomics,
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The author suggests a novel plan 4 for the grouping of
colors and for noting the effects of move5ents of the characters about the stage.

'l'his device could be used wi th

profi table results by any Art section cooperating with

8

dram-

atic club. In brief, her plan is:
Supply a large cardooard. With the uDper half painted
the color of the scenery and t1;e lower part a grey-brown to
represent the floor. Then round discs of paper are cut about
the size of quarters, and painted every conceivable color.
These will represent the characters. Go thrcueh the play,
scene by scene, and check the color schemes for criticism. If
a cost~ne of more than one color is uzed, the disc can be
spliced and the desired color inserted.
Consi.deration is thus being

ta~en

of the fact that the players

never stand still and each exit and entrance produces a new
color combination.
She also reports one school production 5, the chorus of
Which wore Japanese

cost~nes.

be article goes on to say:

The sateen Kimonos were shaded into rich tones With
dyes. In the course of the dance routine, the dancers turned
their backs to the audience. and on each was boldly painted
a cleverly styled face. The coetmnes were changed from scene
to scene, and the f ac ial expressions cbanged to fi t the mood
now gay, now mock dolorous, now winking. 'fhey carrie d cheap
fans painted brilliant colors With scenes paint. They wore
drooping mustachios and up-turning eyebrows cut from black
velvet. The effect was amusing, - the color exquisite.
The above description shows what a desirable asset Art
is in the interpretation and characterization of a play. To

4:

Agnes Brooks Young, op.cit., p.283

5

Ibid., p.28l
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teach color harmonies is a valuable bit of education in itself, but to integrate a project of this sort with dramatics
is also assisting the players to explain their personalities
to the audience.
An Art teacher 6 in the New Rochelle High School considers
any play a problem in design which should reveal the

predo~

inating mood as vividly as the actor does by means of language.
~he

stage settings involve such principles of design as

simplicity, for effectiveness, suggestion, for play upon the
imagination, and balance for the sake of unity.
A class 7in literature recently reported presenting
Emerson Hough's

II

Covered "lagon" wi th marked success. Every

member of the clas8 was given an opportuni ty to be of some
service, if not in acting, then in the making of costumes
and stage properties.

Many types of cooperative art activi-

ties placed on exhibition added to the meaning and general
spirit of pioneer days.

One group drew a

ing routes followed by the pioneers.

r~p

to 8cale show-

Another one pointed the

location of 13,11 the im],Jortant Indian tribes.

T1HJ thj,rd sec-

tion constructed and painted autbentic Indian designs on Wig-

.
6Regin3.1d P.Baker."Stage Cre..ft for Scboolsll,School Arts
(tiarclJ., 1925)

~aga~ine, Vol •.iOCIV, pp.427-434,

?Mary- \'I. Gree ley, n Li tera ture Class Goes Dramatic II
.Eucation, Vol.LIV, pp. 286-290, (January, 1934)

u

,
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waIDs and

tepees.

ered wagons.

A fourth class made soap carvings of cov-

Upon the completion of the production, tbe

instructors felt tbat the children had experienced tlJe joy
of a finished pageant and tbe satisfaction of pleasing t}leir
parents and friends.
absorbed,

8.

Beyond this, the boys and girls bad

s they never vlould bave in j1.E t rElading.

t.he great

soul and spirit of tbe Covered Uagon. n
.istorical stories of sea adventures a nd discovery in
general appeal to tll€ adolescent.

The Uni t on The Discovery

of America. was successfully worked out in tbe Horace Mann
School. 8

A production of this type, made applicable to the

interests of any pupil of Junior High School age, is bound
to enrich the appreciation of our country's past.

Every

child po.rticipated in some capacity, tl.iuS making the undertaking a social activity.

Drawings of

Vi~ing

tumes were made and illustrated in a booklet.

ships and

C06-

Historical

backgrounds were painted on oblongs of oak tag fastened together, and aided by curtain drops.

The talented pupils in

groups B.:pplied the designs in tempera paints.
structed shields and spears in autbentic

Others ccn-

de~ign.

group prepared invitations for special guests

Anotber

~itL

a sbip

8

Sally V. Spradling, IIScenery for tile Graa.es" ,Sc}lool Arts
Magazine, XAXlI (Cctober, 1~32), pp.1CO-I03
~-

I
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design in the

0

orner.

A surprising amount of ingenuity lnat-

erializea in a project of this sort.

It offers a concrete

application of Art principles of design, balance and color
harmony.
Another correlation 9worthy of merit is engaged in each
month in the Thomas Jefferson Junior High Scbool.

The plays

are thoughtfully chosen from the course of study in literature and prepared in 8c1]Ool time.

./ith the combined efforts

of the students under the guidance of the ir Art instructor,
sketcnss of the st&ge setting and suggested directions for
tbe construction

~ere

plBced in the hands of the shop teacher.

Boys like to use their hands end it was a relatively easy
matter to secure more than the necessary number of vlilling
'Workers who were not members of the cast, but ",ho felt a
vital part of tbe whvle production through tlJeir manual contribution.

Desired colors and materials for the costumes as

well as drawings of the style of dress

~ere

assembled and

given to the Household Arts teacher Who became rtsponsible
for tbe wardrobe.

Besides training in dramatics, the English

department furnished juvenile reporters Who particip& ted by
Vlri ting a rticles fa: t be school paper Pond by e upplying excellently illustrated press notices to display on bulletin

9L111ian Foster Collina I "The Little Theater in tlie Scr 001",
EnglisJLJourpah XVIII (Febru~ry. 1928), IJp.143-150.
I
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boards in di.fferent rooms.

The work thus 'went for'\iard t:brougb

the col!lperati va efforts of tlJese various departments Bnd proved
to be a worthy integrated project.
Marionette Sbowa
To lend variety to ordinary plays, a marionette show
offers

8.

welcome Ch8 nge.

A few years 'ago, t.bia type of enter-

taimuent was a.ssociated exclusively with t}'Je itinerant
Italian showman.

But today, we are enjoying a countrywide

revival of this facinating art.

Because the puppeteers do not

make a personal appearance before an audi·ence, they are gi ven
an opportunity to fUlly char8cterlze t:beir parts without
self-consciousness.

A marionette performa.nce develops per-

s cnal responsi bili ty, s e1 f re liance, regards for otto r I s
rights as well as dexterity in the manipulation of the doll
actors.

The miniature stage

ciples as a

6

eta require the s arne Art prin-

regular play but dem:::;!Jd.

I!lOre painst.aking construc-

tioD and sense of proportion beep-use of their reduced size.
It was the aim of an Oklahoma school to create a desire
to read historical literature a s';. ell

8S

to

m.;~ke

Pilgrim

life more realistic, so a loorionette show 10 was decided upon.
TIle scenes were chosf;;m and the stage set was b u.il t first to
arOtize interes t.

The boys built a cabin 36 by 28 by 26 inche 6

10
iliIlayme Goodin, "Correlation of Art. ReBding and Hist<r y.
School Arts Maga~ipe.X:XXII {November, 1932),pp.l60-l63
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in which

~as

fashioned a real fireplace made of Tocks and

morter ,from which hung tiny pots and kettles on a crane.
girls made curta ins and designed rluil ts a nd rag rugs.

The

Four

scenes Which included The Landing, Going to Church, The First
Thanksgiving and At Sea were painted on curtain backdrops by
art groups.

~"hen

this was completed,

thtJ play was 'Written in

the composition clnsses with parts provided for twenty-six
charac ters.

The perfOTnlanCe pr ove d such a success tb.a. t re-

quests were made to have it repeated four times.
only a source of pleasure,
both

~ritten

It wa,B not

but it cIE:attJd new interest in

and oral work as well

8S

in reading references

whicb imparted lasting historical knOWledge.
Directions for the making of

pU~get·

heads were gi ven in

an article of recent date llwhich would enthuse an a.dolescent
interested in modelling.

As in the former case, the puppet

heads were made first before the play was decided upon.

'fhis

method of procedure inspires t:be crea tion of a use for tiJe
heads after they are finisbed.
presented first.

Sno

i te and t he Dwarfs v,as

'rhe English classes COI,lJposed the dialogue;

the Art classes painted the scenery on cardboard secured from
boxes a nd constructed new furniture or collected a.nd repairlted
doll furniture gathered at random.

;U\/1nifred McGeehan, "Puppet Shows" ,Sc;:hool Arts
XXXII, (April, 1933) ,pp. 504.507.

~:;:agazi!!~
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Personnges from f avori t novels come to life in the form
of puppets if the Junior high School literature classes are
allowed to select their best loved character's.

This is Bho'vn

in the case of a Kansas Bcbool 12 Where Tom Sawyer was voted
on for reproduction.

~he

literature and Art classes again co-

opera ted to make this an enj oya ble a s we 11 a s an artisti c
entertainment.
Shadow Pictures
Many sc,hools enj oy merely a.ction plays in the form of

silhouettes a nd shadow pictures to illustrGlte typical scenes or
characters.

An instructor in a Flint Junior High School 13

suceessfully produced several shadow pictures.

~hree

of the

most popular cnes included some familiar scenes centered
around the well known character of lanky Ichabod, scwe exciting events in the dashing knighthood stories of King

Art~ur's

courts, and an appealing reproduction of some of Louisa M.
Alcott's

lova~le

heroines.

A sense of proportion and form

are necessary in a play of tbis type, a s only the 'characteristic features are e,rnphasized tbus eliminating many details.
Var:ie tie s of intere sting re suI ts Which are g 1'a tifying to no U:
are obtained from an entertainment of this nature.

12
Beulab A. Houlton,lIi,Iarionette 'rbeaterll.School Arts
l~gazine,:XXXII (Septerober I 1932) ,pp. 44-48.

i3

_

Dorothy E.Simms,IISilhouettes in Art Correlation",School
,hrts Magazine,XXXII (October,1932) , pp.76.77
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The examples given in the last few pages are sufficient
to sbow the number of ways that Art enriches tbe English programs tl:trough a integration of acti vi ties.

\;i tbout such a

unifying process, ne i tber would bold a s vi tal place in the
educatiunal development of tbe child of Juni0r High Scbool
age.

Tbese suggestions are all a part of the general class-

ification of dramatics wbich is only one of many diVisions
of the English course.
Illustrations
Besides stage decorations and ccstwne designing for,
dre.rna tic perfornrances, another practical method of using
Art in an English program is tbrough illustrations.
explained in Chapter II,

1,

As was

he first attempts of emotional ex-

pression was in the desire to.create pictured illustrationa.
It is a natural

·~endency.

Art

~aders

realize the valUE of

this type of draWing because it prOVides for individual differenoe~;

it embodies all Art qualities such as beauty of

form and movement,

rhythm in line

8:

nd pattern, richness in

color, imagination, memory and originality.

It furtbers

e ffi c iency, judgment, skill, and tlJere fore contr i butes to
the general education.

Iri all, illustration is a wbole

composition. "To compose is tbe first duty and the great
joy of every great artist."

14

There are no limit&ti0ns

l4,nobert D. Goldman, "Illustration as G n flrt Subject Matter",Scbool Arts Magaz~,XXXI (June, 1932), pp.579-59l.
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to its subject matter and tbe possibilitiES in the 'OJ·orld of
litera ture and composition a re innUlaerable.

:aec~use

of the

widening range of tbe Junior High Scbuol pupil's interests,
his developing powers of execution, a nd his abili ty to create,
illustration bas become a widely used means of Art training.
Newspapers
Many English classes are responsible for periodical issues of a newspaper which offer an excellent opportunity for
illustrations and cartoons.

3ecause it accepts contributions

from eacb grade, it appea 1s to all ages alike and forms a cooperative project from the Junior High School down to the
primary department.

?he Art staff must be trained to judiciuusly

select the outstanding poems and storie s to be illustrated cmd
to prepare simple but effective designs.
Block prints
One I:lethod of illustration is witb the use of the linoleum block print whicb bears an interesting
ground.
used.

bistoric~l

'This was tbe first type of book illustration

back-

ev~r

One Junio):' High School in New York state, enrolling

about one thousand pupils,puts out four or five ne.. ~spaper
issues each year. 15 This school planned a block printed cover
design appropriate for tb.e particular issue and carved smaller

15Margaret Peters \Jefer, II Art Staff in the Junior High
School, "Ec b_ool Arts lv4igaz.ine,XXKII (April, 1933), pp.47B-477
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pictures for its stor:ie

6.

Special day m.uIibers were printed on

unusual paper with contrasting ink such as black on

yello~-

orange paper for Hallovve'en, red on cream covers for Christmas,
red-brmvn on tan for fall, and blue-violet on light blue paper for a mystery issue.

t is nec:dless to s ay tlJa t Ar t in a

problem of this sort contributes a great aeal toward its success.

It is another lesson in pupil cooperation and management.

It furthers the development of skill in l.he use of specia.l
tools by carving intricate designs and it increases an appreciation of the use value of art training.
Booklets and Posters
The Scarsdale High School in

~ew

York state, prepares the

English program in Units. the second uf which shows a definite
integration with art 16
pression.

~he

'rhe course promotes free cbild ex-

pupil is at liberty to chuose his favorite

author, gather his material and collect pictures or draw illustrations for a booklet.

~he

cover bears an attractive design

and good lettering completes t be balance of the page.
child chooses sports
ones as

VI'

ell.

J

If the

he no only depicts local gariles but foreign

A year or so a go during National Book

~,:eek,

colorful posters illustrating the joy of reading and protraying

16 Jane M. Van Male. Mary A. Price. "Progressive Methods
in English :'eaching in the JunioI' High School ll , 90urse of Study
an~ Curric~um Offerings in the Junior High SRhool, Part II,
New York State, 1931. pp. 169-173.
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scenes from well known books, lettered neatly with a simple
but force ful slogan, were exhibi ted all tLrouglJ tile balls of
this high school.

HurtLer contributions to tte celebration

of tbe week were artistic book marks, book plates, book jackets, and book ends ingeniously constructed.
pupil made a complete

One energetic

book from cover to cover.

An Art supervisor at E"lo.B.lalIls,zoo, 1.lichigan, de s cr ibed tile
illustrative work of the eighth grade literature class.

The

students chose a different novel as a basis for illustrations 17
eact year.
done.

Ivanboe by Sir

~alter

Scot was particularly well

As the pupils progressed ~n their reading, they joined

groups in sketching.

Problems in perspective, compositions

end color harmony as well as carefully spaced lettering, were
studied before the poster wes actually prepared.
At the Havermale Junior High School in Spokane,WasIlington,
tbe principal sponsored a bobby program. 18 The pupils made
free use of the school library in preparing oral reports, for
help in sketching illustrations, or in drawlng historic designs
relati ve to t he hobby.

The var i.e ty of intere s ts included

17

Louise F. Struble, "Art and Literature". School Arts
jRgazine, X)Q(II lOctober, 1932), py. 94-95.
18

Dora V. Smith, Instruction~in ~nglish, pp. 1-89,U.S.
Office of Educational Bulletins, Monograpp Ho. 20. \"\asliington,
D'.C.: Offie e of the Interi or, 1932
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Persian rug designs

I

woodblock carvings, cartoons and boat

models etc ••
Soap Carving
Greek and tloraan myths formed another series of interesting activities in an English class in the ~ashington Irving
19
High Sch~ol
and demonstrates again ho~ closely integrated
Art and English

may become.

~he

students themselves supplied

the supplementary list of activities wllich they agreed to complete as follows:
Modelling.
a. Soap model of the Partbenon
b. Soap frie~e of Apollo in his chariot
c .. A Greek temple Illustration
a. Greek games
b. Book-end designs V'/i ttl Greel<. inspira t ion
c .Seal· and Crt.:st d esibns in sywbols of Gods and
(}oddesses
d. Greek costumes, -influence shovm in modern dress
e. ~kllpaper in Greek designs
f. Original modern advertisements tbat reflect a
knOWledge of Greek mytbs, for shoes, r~ts,glovesJ
etc.
"J:he above lis t shows the wide range of interests and how
eager the pupils were to express their ideas in concrete exarnples.

\)1 tbout

a feel ing for Ar t

J

itVi' lluld 11ave been imposs i ble

to impress as clearly on the minds afthose students the vast
material that was covered in this one unit of English work.

19

Hilda Sobel,"Integrating Art, Literature and Music",
Hisb Points, XIV (November, 1932), pp.39.4Q
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Special-day Programs
Nature ever balds innumerable sources of inspiration for
expression.

It furnisl:ies material 2()for tbe observance of spe-

cial celebrations in the Steele and lZarfield platoon school of
Colorado Springs.

~'or

instance, dur ing American Forestation

Week, all departments combined to promote this successful actiVity.

The litera,ture class wrote stories and composed poems

about trees, and presented a play, n:hile the Art department
developed posters with tree motifs and letterbd nature slogans.
Picture Study
~he

use of fameus paintings as a source of composition

work has proved successful and valuable in various schools.
21
In an Oskaloosa High School
I
fameus paintings with similar
themes were used tor contrast in description in the Compos1tion class. Breton's,

"Th~

Song of t1e Lark" and Millet's

"Man wi tl, a h.oe ll served a. s examples of peasant paintings.

The

results showed a close observation on the part of the students
as well as an appreciation for good pictures.

It cumbined

necessary training in composition with a cultural background.
A novel method of teaching description was el;!HJloyed in
a school in ~l Paso, 111inois. 22 ~he activity was called
20Rollo L. Lyman, the :h;n:r icbment . of the ~nglish Cur riculum.7
pp.124-125,Supplementary ~qucation Monograph No.39,Dept. of Ed.
University of Chicago, 1932
2~vangeline Vr'illiams , itA Project in ~nglisD Composi tion, II
EnglisD Journal. XIV iOctober,1925), pp.649-650
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liMy Picture Gallery".

The students Were aa::;'ed to collect good

examples of characters as follo'91s: An Indian, A Spaniard or
Cl1inaman in native costume, an interesting grandfather, .sn unusual face

J

a gypsy, and a person tlJey wi shed they looked like.

The instructor secured an artist friend in tam and smock who
sKetched a picture of St. Mark's Ca tljedra 1
Ruskin's, St.

rk's.

W

bile she read

Interest v. as immediate ly arouse d b eca use

of this unique approch to word descrirtion in comoination with
pencil description.

The group made a list of the artist's

rules Which would apl)ly to oral talks such as liralta tion of
8ubj ec t

J

C enters

of interes t, choice of rna terial, e tc •• :b'inally

to preserve the pictares collected, each one made a neat folio
as a covering.
Bulle tin Boards
Tbe use of the bulletin board 23 as a center o~ interest
to attract book lovers

\~s

employed by a certain class to ad-

vantage in displayin5 groups of famous paintings witb similar
subj eo ts.

One

Vi'

eek it exhi bi te d sbips, anotner week trees, on

another occasion famous buildings were shown. Helow this display real books or the advertisement covers with related titles,
---~~-----------------~~----~~-~._......_--------~----------

22

TWila Miller, "A Project in Teaching Description,"
English JournalL XVI (January, 19~?), pp.36.39.
23
Ruth Bynum, liThe Use of the Bulletin Board," English
Journal, XVII (March, 19G8), p.248
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were on view.

If the books alone did not attract attention,

the combination with the pictures worked favorably.
Summary
Many more illustrations of the means by which Art necessarily enters into liinglish projects to make them more worthwhile could be given.

Lithout Art. interest in practically all

English activities would be lessoned considerably.

For Art

enters, either consciously or otherwise, into all English plans,
from simple

letterin~

to intricately executed designs.

principles are present in either case.

~ut ho~

~he

much more

- beneficial it is to the developing adolescent to defini tely
plan on an integrated program and guid the child into preparing beautiful handiwork out of those ordinary things he would
make Without direction.

lt probably does not take as long

to do inartistic pieces of work, but after all, those things
which are appreciated most and those that will last the longest and hold the greatest value, are tbe ones most intelligently planned, thoughtfully produced and expertly executed.
A Plan of Integration
Tbe degree to which all these activities may be done to
best advantage, is the degree of cooperation and unselfishness
on the part of the various instructors into making a harmoniously integrated achievement.
in tbe Lincoln School,

An ideal situation is found

'reachers I

College,

iJo1urllbia
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University 24 where the teachers of Art, English and the social
sciences are present throughout all, or at various times during the complete course, that each

mi~ht

discover all the

possible contributions his subject may make as the unit progreases.

In thi£ way, each teacher can put forth all his

energy in his particular field and rest assured the results
will be a beautiful enterprise through the asnistance of the
cooperating departments.
sees Art and

liter~ture

From the student's standpoint, he
as a complete unit, each subject con-

tr i buting toward making a pleas ing wbole.

Otherw ise, tbe re-

suIts are as much of a hit and miss conglomeration of odds
and ends of little educational importance, as were the outcomes of lessons in one-room schools of a century ago.

---_._-_._.-------------

--~~_.~------~--

24 D'
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GHAPTER VI I

CONCLUS1(jNS AIID RCCOl.:J·;IElillATIONS

grom a review of the principal points brought out in
this study, conclusions may be deduced and

recoJ~~ndations

offered as follows:

'.. hy

Integr~te

Art and Ellitlish?

1. Throughout the centuries, Art a nct English have been
a means of expressing thoughts.
2. Both sUbjects are the result of inner emotions.
3. Doth aim to develop

creativ~

expression

4. Both encourage fine execution.
then

~o Integrat~

The Junior High School period is the logical time to
emphasize integration because:1_ It provides more opportunities for creative expression.
2. It recognizes and cares for individual differences.
3. It promotes social participation.
6. It invites co-ordination of departments.
va.lue s of Integration
1. Opportunity is given to create for a real need.
(12~
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2. Gtildren develop pride in doing things well.
3. English accomplisbes its purpose more forcefully and
shows a greater quality of finesse through its combination
with artistic endeavors.
4. Integrated projects materialize under the direction
of an Art Instructor who

aS8um~a

responsibility for their

aesthetic success.
5. By means of Art expression, the pupils are able to
visualize the other subject more clearly.
6. Their impressions are more lasting.
7. Their interest takes on new significance through the
conscious use of Art instruction.

8. Integration assists in relating subject matter.
9. It teacbes harmonious co-operation in group work.
10. It develops originality.
11. I t fosters t be ideals of cit izenship through training in group behavior,

6 elf~reliance,

control, responsibility,

leadership. initiative and self-esteem.
12. Integra tioD ina pire s chi ldren to a ttempt finer th ing a •
Courses of

~lu~

1. The aims and objectives of the Art and

~nglish

out-

lines used in representative schools are similar.
2. The fundamental pbases of education in both subjects
are incorporated in the majority of the manuals.

12?

3. The practical application of the principles of Art
tu useful nroblems is often ignored.
4. The syllabi are too brief and lack inspirational ideai.
5. The English courses are less modern in their make-up
than those in Art.
6. The local outlines compare very favorably with the
most modern Junior High School curricula in the United States.
The Englisb course has unusual merit.
;l'he_{.lue S t i onIlai re s
1. Nearly half of the cities included in this survey do
not prescribe a regular manual in Art.
2. Freedom in the chuice of activities is generally allowed.
3. Practically every Art and English teacher is in favor
of integrating tbese two subjects.
4. About bRlf of tije Art

instr~ctQrs

feel that they do

not receive adequate assistance from their special directors.
5. The Junior High Schools throughout the nation are
nearly uniform in their time allotments in bnglisb, There is
a wide difference noted in those for Art.
6. Tbe lack of time in both programs is a decided hindrance to tbe promotion of projects.

?

Heavy enrollments in both subjects prevent more

sizeable undertakings.
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8. The fact ttat other classes l!Jeet in the Art room
makes for inconvenience in the handling of supplies.
9. Furchases of materials not supplied by

tl'~e

school

system are often made by the teacbers from their own resources
10. Other departments in the building do not always contribute toward the success of an integrated project.
11. The fields of Art and 3:nglisrj ed.ucation offer numerous possi::>ilities for co-operative expression.
12. Teachers generally choose the problem that requires
the participation of the greatest number of children.

13. It is universally agreed that the pupils benefit by
valuable educational instruction during the continuation of
the problem.
14. Art which is

~de

practical through application is

deemed the most worthwhile outCOill€.
15. The children show a keener appreciation of Art and
have more lasting impressiuns of the 'principles taug:ht wben
they are integrated With .bJnglish.

'.L'he same is

16. 'l:11e maj or i ty of the teachers feel t}ia t

~rue

of English.

trley are re-

warded wi th worthy achievUlents whicb compensate for the work
involved in such undertakings.

1-'.ECOM:il4ENDAT IONS

1. Teachers should thoroughly understand the characteristic5 of a Junior High School and plan lessons that will
more nearly coincide with the general scheme of integration
in the modern scnool.

1

2. 'l.'hey shuuld acquaint themselves wi th currt:1nt

metl~octs

and exper ime.~t fully in these pr ocecture!J in orue r tba tape rsonal discovery of the merits of such a plan l!lit;ht be made.

3. A greater nwnber of outlines sbould be revised along
inteerated lines.
with tbeir

COlumittees of teacters should

su~ervisorB

collabor~te

and administrators in the preparation

of these courses.
4.

There should be

nw~erous integr~ted

Vroblews offered

in tbese manuals to ass ist tl;e instructors in the planning
of their lessons.
5.

~ore

syrn;athetic and helpful supervisors who are in

accord with modern

c~rricula

should be appointed.

6. Frequent meetings should be held for the purpose of
viewing examples of s ucceBsful proj0cts and roundtable discussions about Art prOblems relative to integration.
7. Agencies within the scbool SllOUld co-operate in supplying appropriate periodicals wbich will inspire both teacher
(129)
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and pupils.
8. A more uniform time allotment comparablt: wit}) the
other states should be arranged.
9. Principals s]-Jould see to it ttat a fund is maintained to be spent for small purchases necessitated by larger
productions such as plays

t

l)Uppet shows and entertainments

for parents.

10. A greater

s~irit

of co-operation and interest sbould

exist betv.een t he Practical and kechanical

.L~rtsJ

English and

Art departments.
11.

~nglish

and Art instructors should be encouraged to

sponsor a club in conj unction 'wi th the i1' regular class activities.
12. The Art teachers should acquaint themselves With problems which will be of most use to the English

clas~es.
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Arizona --- Course of Study in Art for

~lementaYy

Scbools--1934

Galifornia,Long Beach---Cnurse of Study of Junior High Schools
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Saeramento---Course of Study,Monograph KOA24,
(graJes 7-8)---1931
San Francisco---Uuurse of Study in ~ine Arts.
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Colorado,Denver---Art ~ours~ of Study ror Junior High
(graa€s ?-8-~) 19G5
Connec"Licut ---

F.

Program of .Art BducatiOl.l.

1~32.

Delaware --- CUTriculwfJ Silggestions fur Junior and Seniur
High Scbools. 1934
Idaho --- 7entative Course of Study in Art.

1~3~

Indiana --- An Art Activities Course of Study for Indiana
Schools.1933
Louisiana --- State Course of Study in :Dra"w'iing for Eleraent£ry SeLools. 1930
Mass8etilsetts --- Gourse of Study in Art.

1~31

:Michigan --- Art For t:t:e l~ural ScLolils of hicr'igan. 19~9
"
Detroit --- Course of Study in Art Educati0n.1Y25
~innesotB,

Minneapolis --- Course of Study in Art.

193~-~4

Missouri --- Course of Study in Art for Junior Hig~ Schools.
L)25-26
II
Ct. Louis --- Art Curriculuru for 7-8-9.Bulletin 17.
1926.
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lile, York --- Course of Study in Art for tllE Elementary Scbool~.
11

grades 1-6) 1~~3
Gloversville --- Latia Junior High (7-8) 1933

North CarolinE, Raleigl
ennsy1vania ---

"

CCUTSt

Art
of

Plttsburg ---

St~dy
Uour6~

ucation. 192
in Art Education. 1927
of Study in Art. 1931

Texas, Austin --- Course of Study in Art. 1931
Vermont

Course of Study in I':usic end. Art. 193G.

.asbington, Spokane --- Art Course of atudy for the Junior High
Schools tgrades 7-8) 1930.
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Arizona --- l;ourse of Study fo r tte
C81ifornia ---
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Junior

c~ool

l~ig'

8c:boo18.1Y34
Englis1, 1931

Colorado --- Course of Study for the Public Schools.

1~~6

Connectiout _ .. - CoursE: of study in :Literature. 1':101
Delaware --- Curriculum In

~nglish.

19rades 7-12)
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Idaho - - - Tentative (:ourse of dtuctyin l:.ngl ish. 1932
Illinois, Joliet ---

~ourse

of Study in

~nglish.
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Montana --- Course of Study for tbe Junior High SChools. 1934
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South Carolina --- Course of Study in TIng1iah. 1927
exas, Dallas --- Course of Study in Luglish. lY33
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Junior hlgh School. 1~2~
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1~~9

iisconsin --- Course of Study for tbe Junior and Senior High
Schools. I-J25.
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English Course of Study for grades 7-12. 1933.
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THE ART

(}.UESTICln~AI

IN THIS STUDY

To the Art teacher.
l'J'ame (optional)

•••

1,

,

a-me of scbool 'loIJtional)
City and state (optional)
1.

.

. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
.......... . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .
.

..

"

. .

.

. ..

.
.

re you expected to falloh 6 definite .rt ou~line, prepared by th~ Director of Art, Check: yes .... no ....

2. Do you choose you.r ovm l)roblerns <-,nd

ctivities, or are U'ley
prescribed1 CLeck: chosen ...• prescribed ....

3. Is it a policy of

integration of

you~
~rt and

(3

sp~c,hil direct-ors to encoUTecge the
English? Check: yes .... no ....

4. At your Art meetings, does your dir~ctor suggest c~portu
nities and devi~es for the integration of Art and Rnglisl?
Check: yes .... DO • • . •
5. Does your Art ccurse of study mentiun integrattne tbis subj~ct

and Lnglish1

Creek: yes .... no

6. Is your SCllool sUl-'plied wit.h wigazines Wllich suggest nevI
ideas for the integrated projects in Art and English? Check:

yes ""Y. No ....

7. Is your city liorar~ any help as a source of ideas for integrated proOl~ms? Check: yes .... ~o ...•
8. l\re you in favor of irn,egrating Artw ith Englisl1? Cbeck:

yes ...• no ....
9. Have you taught long enough in the present system to ne
thoro uglily aClj,ua intl;;d Vi i tIJ the hrt courSt'? C11 €ck: yes •..•
no ....
..

~: ~~~y~

( 14 0)
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10. Do you 3ttempt to do more than one integrat8d project
each semester? CLecle: yes •... no ...• If so. how many?
11. Does t lJe
probl~ms

tilA~ element r,ave any bearing ul)on the number of
attempted? Check: yes .... no

12. About how long Jues it taKe to cOJnl)lete an average project?
frem .... to •.•• weeKs

13. How long are your Art perloda? •..• wlnutbs.
] 4. Bow

lU&ny

times

8

v. Bt) k doe s each c lass Lave Art?

15. If your classes meet l110re UJan onCE: Ci. v,eelc, do the per::.ods
come in consecutive orJer? Cbeck: yes .... no
16. Are tbese .Art C'J.ctivities a part of tij€) regular lessone, or

are tlH::y extra-cLlrricular"? Check: regular •... extra-curricular ....
*-:H~:-

17. Issufficient time given toArt to cOlflplete t:be activity
during school hours? Check: yes .... no .•.•
18. l,ould you do more of this type of work if you ".ere e.llowed
a de qua t e t! me ? C he c k : yes. ~
no.. .•
I

•

••

19. hre your clas~es tva large to plan intt)grated projects in
Art and English? Jheck: yes .... DO ••..
20. i::nat is the average nULliJer efs tudents in yuur art cl&s08s?
21. Have you ever undertaken en t,rt proolem in v/bicb every
member of t,1Je cle.sB took pc.'.l't? Chec;.:: yes •... no •••.
22. Is t here an 1.rt club of talented students in
Glleclc; yes .... no .•..

thl~

building?

23. r.re cOlflpeti t i ve try-outs held be fore selecting tlwse to

work on the integrated project?

CheCK: yes .... no ...•

142
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·~4.

bre the Jilembers of tLe Art Clllb always .... generally .•••
never .... tIle ones chosen tu pal·ticipat~ in the .hctivity?

25. Is a special room for your Art classes provided? Check:
yes .... nu ....
26. If not, ~ould a special room for Artt be an incentive for
en increased number of integratt;d :problems"? Cbeck: yes ....
no

....

clQss~s
tea~h Art?

27. Do

in other 8ubjActs llieet in the room in
Cp'eck: yes .... nu ....

~hich

28. Are you re~llired to Lave all nrt supplies put away
eacn p~riod?
ChecK: yes .... no ....
2'::1.

you

aft~r

Are your l~rt sU~Jpl ies loea ted conven iently near your ilrt
room? CpecK: yes .... no ....
. :. t-:~:-'-'~

30. Is tbere a fund from wInch to draw to pay for necessary

materials used in the integrated &c"tivity? Gl1ectc: yes ....
no

31. how are necessary bills for supplies met?
.................... ,
,.,

.

.

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . '"

.

~:-lh~~~

32. Do yuu enjoy wurking out a proulem with anotber\teachtr?
Check: yes .... no ....

Is the Lnglish teacber in favor of co-operative
takings? C~eck: yes .... no ....

und~r

34. Do otber departwents. such as tbe Sewing and ~oudworking
departments, a ssist in these integretted activitj.es? Check:
yes .... no ....
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35.

UNDERLI~E ~liicb

types of problems you and the Engli8h
teacher bave worked out:Plays, pUFpet shows, pageants, Speci&l Day progrw$
ill~otrated stories, illustrated booklets, ne~spapers,

illustrat~d poem~.

36. ",hat types of proolems, not lis tt:u above, have you done'?
•
•

37.

"
••••••••

"

•••••

•••

"

•••••••••••••••••• c

1-

type seeffied the most

~hich
•

·
•

•••••••

"

••••••

"

.

succe~sful?~ ••.••.......••.
~.'}lY
"
.

"

4'

,,-

.
.

"

38. Describe briefly, the integrated activity that proved the

most successf'...11.
If more room is desired,please use tlJe back of this
sheet.

:UOTE:

39. Is tbere a feeling that your pupils benefitted by these

integrated Art and English problems?
40.

Ctcck: Yes .... No

....

are the chief values derived b~y your classes through
projects such as tbese? •.........•............•..•..•

·~'.hat

. . .. "
•

•

•

•

•

"
" ••••••

"

e, • • • "

"
I

"

.
.

41. Do you feel that these resulting values compensc,te for

tl1e time ana labor devoted to sarue? Cbeck: yes •... no
42.

a keener ~ppr~ci~~ion fo~ 4r~ sho~r by your pupils when
IntegrRted wltn ~ngllsh actIvities? GneCK: yes
no ••••

~s

43. Are tl.e principles of Art rememoered 'oet'.;er by tl,t; stud-

ents when taught in connection \-vi th a purposeful acti vi ty?
Check: yes ••.• no
~t-~....:..~

Rema.r.ka:
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THE ENGLISH

~u~STIONNAIRB

IN ThIS STUDY

To the English Teacher.
Name (optional)

.

Name of School (optional)
City and State (optional)

•

,.

,

"

,

..

,

•

,

. .'
,

If;

,

, ,

, ,

••

,

•••

"

.. ,

1. Do you follow a definite English outLine? Check: yes ..••
no .......

2. Does the outline s~ggest units in
Check: •••. no ....

~bich

Art can De utilized?

3. 'i,hat types of activities or p:cojects dues tlJe outlinE;: St~ge;est
in T,,1bich Art can be used efl'ecti vely? ..•.•.••.••...•••••
. ,
, , ,
, , , ,
" ,
"
..

..
..

..

..

.

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

"

I

..

4. r.1hat is your reaction relative to the integration of English

.

. . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
. . .. ..
,
.

'With Art?
. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. ..
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..

41

"

"

•

-

5. Do you find it advantRgeous to bave English
grated with Art? Check: yes .... no ••..

ac~ivities

inte-

6. I s a suffi c ient aJjlOunt of school time n],ot te d to complete
the English problems? Check: yes .... no
7. Are the activities 8 part of the regular lessons ~r are
they extra-curricular? Check: regUlar .•.• extra-curicul~r
8.

kind of a club do you sponsor t1at is directly related to your English work? •....

~hat

0

••••••••••

-

•••••••••••

9. Are your classes too large to plan for ma:ny integrated activities? Check: yes •••• no •..•
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10. "';".TJat is the average number of pupils in your Lnglisl;

classes? ••..•...
11. How many periods per week does each clas6 meet? ••...•
12. Does the time
proOler~?

el~ment limit the nUI!loer of integra ted
Check:
yes .•.• no •.••
,-

13. Describe briefly the integrated unit that proved the most
successful from the Englie,h standpoint •••.....•.....••

14. Do you feel that your pupils benefitted by these integrated Art and ~nglish problems? Check: yes .... no •.••
15. that are t 1e chief values derived by your classes through

activities such as thcse1 .•.•••••••••.......•.......•..
" "
" . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
.. .. .. . .. .. ..
.
. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . "
.
.. .. .. . .
. "
"
"
"
"
.

.....

.

..

..

. . . . . . .. .

.

you feel that these resulting values compensate for
the tiwe and la.oor devoted to same, Check: yes •••• no

16.

~o

l?

Do your pupils show more entbusiasm for Iinglisb acti vities When integrated with Art? Check: yes •••• no ...•
..~~~~'-*

l"'.emarks:

AFPE1IDIX III

NAMES OF ART TEACHERS \.HO CO.OPERATF:D IN THIS STIIDY

Arizona, Tucson
II

II

"

"

Culley
Laura Ostrander
nellie Still

.r~va

Da f f ox: d J. H •
rioskruge J.B.S.
'"la.nDfieldJ .H.S.
IJ •

Colorado,Greeley

Ka ther ine S. Inman

eeker J.H.S.

Connecticut ,Stanford

ClJarle.s ::;. Myers

Cloonan J.H.S.

Florida, Jaekscnville
Tampa

Nan C'Middleth~n
1!'lorence Hall

Idaho, Lewiston
Pocatello
II
TWin Falls

irby Smith J.B.S.
oodrow Wilsort J.H.S.
SCI,ools
argaret U.Johnson Lewston Public
Llizabeth McCann
Irving J.H.S.
Twin Falls J.H.S.
Caryl Thompsen

Illinois, Decatur
"
\:{,uiney

Ida L.Stubblefield John Hill J.H.S.
Mildred K.81ristianlrving School

Indiana ,Auburn
Indianapolis

Lydia Sellers
Auburn Eigh
:3~th 3arr
School Ho. 9
Alice Bay
Calvin Fletcher J.H.S.
Gora :aur:( is
Sc},00l No. 51
•
Alice Dimmick
City Sebools
Llizabeth Goett
Bchool No. 31
te Goldrich
Benj .Harr"ieon School
dna M.Hadfield
Seliool :fio. 54
.a r ian J. HilI
::> c h 0 01 s 3 4 't 80
Laura C .Holden
Ci t~, J .H..8elJools
Helen Hollingsworth School No. 84
Bess Kern
School No. 81
~mily UcAdams
SeLuol l~o. 14
Dorothy Segar
School No. 5
i .H.Stoefi"ler
Sc1Jool No. 41
C.~.Wi150n
School No. 46
Loreen ~ingerd
School No. 78
M.Dickinson
Test J.E.S.

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

It

Ii

II

U

II

n

II

n

I

u

II

II>

II

II

,

II

II

II

II

II

11

II

It

II

U

"

lticlunond

J

IOWa., Sioux (jity

Grace Smith

--est J.R.S.

Kansas, Xansas City
'i'opeka

iLCardwell
Clara V:ilson

Nortr:\Hlst J .H.S.
Cra.ne J .R.S.

II
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Kentucky. Louisville

0hristine Bolds

Shav.nee High

Massachusetts,

Annie Downing
S;M.Minucci .
Ha ttie Hinckley

Morgan J.H.S.
Lincoln J.R.S.
EtA.Day J.R.S.

Michigan, Detroit
"
Grand Rapids

H.G.Cratbern
F.¥:"ordelman

Hutchins School
Burton School

Minnesota,

liraytie Jensen
rlary E. Cowling
Jladge G. True .
Tress ti. Johnson

Junior High
Junior-Senior High
Br&in~rd J.H.St
Junior High

Missouri, Xansas City

Fer Ji,i. Welsh

"estport J.H.S.

Nebraska, Lincoln
It
Norfolk
"
N6rth Platte

La ura Ear ri s
1a Tbompl:3on-JJt,ason

Maggie .Baldv.in .

Irving,J.H.S.
Norfclk J.H.S.
J.E.S.

New Hampshire, Franklin
II
North Flatte

Viola Nelson
.Jean .3aj.rd

Daniel J.li.S.
Central J.lLS.

New Jersey, HoboKen

Alice

J.F.Brandt J.E.S.

New York, Binghamtom
..
ItlJaca

l,delaid Atwell
ffie ... Andrews

.est J.B.S.
Boynton J.R.S.

North Carolina,Greensboro Ollie Mobineon

Central J.HtS.

Ohio, Cleveland
"
Dayton

Eleanore llcCartney
Ja.net E. Humsey

Addison J.H.c.
J.B.S.

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City

Mary E. Lemon

T,,"ft J.R.S.

Oregon, Salem

:Ls tIler G. A} len

Par:cish J.E.S.
Leslie J.H.S.

II

Ibert Lee.
Austin
Brainerd
Chisholm

II
Il

II

II

~olyoke

llledford
Newton

II

11

~.Ryan

L.R. Clark

Rhode Island, Providence

l~rgaret

00uth Carolina,Columbis

Belle

P. Rose

~uattlebaum

Perry J .R.S.
Rand J .H.S.
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.Kosa Lambert
L.A.Scbiefelbein
lola Salem

Hocscvelt J.H.S.
BrOOkings J.R.S.
J.R.S.

Tenness~e,Chattanooga

J.F'.Phillips

Red Bank .I.H.S.

Texas, Austin

Louise Manigault
Alice .. '.Ward
Annie L. Smith

John T.Allen High
University High
Heagen J.B.S.

South Dakota, Aberdeen
"
Brookings
\'oaterto~n

II

II

II

"

'I, icbi ta

~'alls

.

Utah, Logan

C L. 1fiha t cat t

Logan J.R.S •

Virginia, Clarendon

Hosalind Decker

l:;a.shington-Lee

June Oakley
Butt

Alex. Hamilton
Gault School

\~;asl1ington,
II

Seattle
Tacoma

:~.Mildred

test Virginla,Charlestan Lucille Farter
UHuntington C.l~l. Ashburn

Roosevelt J.H.~.
Canamack J.R.S.

.isconsin, 3eaver Dam

Dorothy L. Davis

Ci. ty Schools

.yorning. Cheyenne

L. Harria

J.H.S.
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NAltlES OF ENGLISH TEACHERS \7HO CO-OPERATED IN TRIS STUDY

Arizona, Tucson

Grace Hirleman
Marion Upsbaw

Hoskruge J.R.S.
lIo.ansfeld J.R.S.

Arkan6as, Conway

Leah H. Hicks

Conway J.R.S.

California, Berkeley

Virgibia ;.J:artin

Burbank J.H. S.

Connecticut t Stamford

Eugene L. Daly

Cloonan J .R.S.

An ina \':al te r

•. ilson J.R.S.

II

II

Florida, Tampa
Idabo, TWin Falls

Margaret Owens

Indiana, Auburn
II
Indianapolis

Lucille Rhoads
Auburn J. H.S.
ljr~~ ce .Alex~fJdf;r
School no. ":J
G. Burns
:No. 57
It
l..dna Hadfield
No. 54
Ge rtruue Insley
38
"II No.
Lucia l::etcb&m
No. 36
JI
May b. Moran
:No. 14
II
Marguerite Orndorff
No. 76
II
!:atLcrine Sobbe
no. 51
E lu vinR. St9.Till i€ 1.
8
" No.
II
Louise "I.heeler
No. 80
II
Emily L.~-\7rigbt
No. 41
II
Katherine Youngman
No. 3
Elizabeth 1.4:. \dll ioms Test J.H.S.

It

"

II
II

II

II

"
"

"
II

n

II

11

n

II

Ricbmond

J.R.S.

Iowa, Sioux City

Edi th Pollock

East J.H.S.

Kansas, Kansas City
II
Topeka

Jo E. Boring
Helen A. Lindell

Northwest J.H.S.
era ne J. H. S.

Kentucky, LeXington
II
Louisville

Mary Owsley
Elizabeth Hobinson

Lexington J.B.S.
Shawnee High

h..assalfhusetts

Katherine Denlin
Helen 3pelman

Lincoln J.H.S.
F.A. Day J.ll.S.

Florence Emmer

Burt.on J.R.S.

t

Medford
Newtonville

Michigan, Grand Rapids
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Minnesota. Jtlbert Lea
II
Austin
Brainerd
"It
Chisholm
issouri,
Nebr~Bka,

"

Kans~8

City

Lincoln
norfolk
iJorth Flatte

II

H~w

HwnpsLire, Franklin
II
Keene

Sybil YCltes
l.lth \,ergedRhl
hic Johnson
Helen Armstrong

Albert Lea J.R.S.
Central High
ashington J.H.S.
J.R.S.

...~mma l!.Stegner

West.port J .H.S •

Laura Harrie
I-rying J.H.S.
Margaret Dnthank Norfclk J .H.i:3.
I,.rarie Schaab
North Pl&tte J.B.S.
3esuie Rowell
Daneill J.H.3.
Adalaide Merriman r.entral J.B.S.

New Jersey, Hoboken

Agnes ll.Ryan

Brandt J.E.:3.

New Mexico, Albu4uerque
II
Santa. Fe

Ethil Umberhine
Alethia Lindsey

ashington 3.11.d.
Harrington J.R.S.

New York, Binghamton

~~dna:

North Carolina ,Greensboro

Sarah hendenhall Central J .h.d.

North Dakotu,3ismark

~harolotte

Ohio, Cincinnati
"
Cleveland

.b;lizabeth ··'.Ialsh

Oklaboma,Oklahorua City

Hobertt~

Ahode Island,Frcvidence

Myrtie Holman

Perry J.E.S.

South GarolinG,Columbia
II
Floren ce

Julian Lemon
Florence Bell

HF.l.nd J.B.S.
J.H.S.

South Dakota,Aberdecn
"
Brookings
II
Uatertown

Grace H.Balcer
Alta Glenny
Laurel Hesta.d

oosevelt .r.ILS.
Brookings J.H.S.

Tennessee, Chattanooga
"
Johnson City

A.Pierce Stewart Red Bank J.E.S.
Nelle Van Gorder J.H.5.

Texas, Austin

Katie Gannaway
Frances Thorpe

n

"

Gray

\';est J.B.S.

Gchmidt

l-{°Llth _~\.my~n

'I'errell

~ill

J.B.S.

Hothenberg J.H.S.
Addison J.h.S.
Taft J.E.S.

J.H.S.

Allan J.B.S.
University B.S.
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hington, Tacoma
lest ViI ginia, Charleston
II

II

Helen A. Murland

.~untii1gton

lizaceth Bosely

•M. Ashonrn

Gault J.E.S.
oosevelt J.R.8 •
,ammack J. H. S.

